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A PSYCHOLINGUISTIC 1............./ATIONA.LEFOR P LES

Since 1953 when Commissioner of Education Earl J. McGrath
vigorously endorsed the study of foreign languages (FL) in the
elementary school (FLES) , FLES programs have been multiplying
rapidly throughout the country. In a recent survey conducted
by the Modern Language Association, 8000 schools were rem
ported as conducting some kind of FLES program. Many states
which up to four or five years ago had no FLES program what-
soever now boast of an increase of 100 per cent to 200 per
omit. In the state of Massachusetts up to four years ago
aboutten communities offered FLES; now there are 132. Natiamo
ally the increase has been 351.7 per cent.

We would be heartened by these figures if it were not
for the fact that a large number of the FLES programs listed
in the MLA survey are less than satisfactory. Some programs
are little more than extended "club" activities lasting twenty
to thirty minutes a week; other programs in the FL are con-
ducted over loud speaker systems during the lunch hour; still
others are nothing but songs and games in the FL to amuse the
children or to please the parents. One thing that the major-
ity of these programs seem to have in common is that they are
conducted by teachers who are frequently unqualified and who
have little or no knowledge of the FL they are supposed to
teach.

It has been the contention of the authors that no PLEB
program at all is better than a poor one, and furthermore
that a poor FLES program can seriously impair the entire FLES
movement. It is a well-known fact that from, the beginning
many elementary school educators, principals, and supervisors
were not convinced of the merits of FLES. For these educators
the example of a poor FLES program is sufficient reason to
condemn FLES in toto and characterise it as an "educational
fad".

It is for this reason that we consider it imperative
that a community which desires to initiate a FLES program
make every effort to establish an effective one.

What constitutes an "effective" FLES program? While
there are doubtless many answers to this question, most of
us would agree on at least two basic requirements: (1) that
the program be conducted by qualified elementary-school
teachers who are able to understand and speak the FL they
are teaching; (2) that the program be continuous, I. 8.,
carried into the junior high and senior high schools.
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Mn our opinion, it is not possible for programs which
do not satisfy these two minimal demands to succeed. We
would even go on to add a third requirement. It is our feel-
ing that for a FLES program to be successful it must be
based on sound psycholinguistic principles, 1. e., it must
have both a linpuistic, and a micliols112111. rationale.

The science of linguistics is relatively new, and its
application to FL teaching is even more recent. Nevertheless,
particularly at the FLES level where primary emphasis is
placed on speaking the FL, the application of linguistic
principles is vital. This is further Justified in view of
the fact that the linguistic method conforms with the most
recent theories on the psychology of learning. The purpose
of this paper will be to discuss the application of linguis-
tics to the teaching of FLES and its relationship to the
psychology of learning.

We will illustrate the application of linguistics to the
skills of understanding and speaking a FL, and we will coma,
elude by presenting areas for further investigation and study.

Linguistics and psychology are closely related because
of the very nature of language and the way it is learned.
Hockett in his Coursts in Modern Lin uistica suggested this
when he said," Language is a says m or its". Although
the linguists have dealt essentially with descriptions of
languages, their structure, their dialects, and their history9
they have also developed a considerable body of knowledge
about language in general and how it is learned. Since the
second World War, linguists have made important contributions
to the field of FL learning. Bloomfieldts idea that "language
learning is overlearning" was the key to the ASTP method of
learning FL with its extensive use of mimicry and memorisation.
Fries of Michigan University saw the further pedagogic relay-
ance of comparing scientifically one's native language with
the FL to be learned. For him language learning is the mas-
tery of those essential patterns that constitute the structure
and sound system of a language. A native speaker has acquired
these patterns early in his life as a set of unconscious
habits. However, as a second-language learner, he must make
the patterns of the new language as automatic as those he
has already' acquired. Linguists have realised from the very
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beginning that language !s behavior and that behavior can be
learned only by inducing the student to perform in the lan-
guage. Linguists make a distinction between performing in
the language and learning about the grammar of the language.
They do not mean necessarily that rules of grammar and ter-
minology are unnecessary, or that they should be dispensed
with; they do mean that rules cannot take the place of perm
romance.

Any good or effective FLES program must take into account
this knowledge concerning second-language learning derived
from linguistic research. Of particular importance are two
principles which are inherent in the nature of language itim
self: (1) a language is an elaborate system of patterns and
the patterns of one native language interfere with the
learniz of the patterns of a second language; (2) language
is learned through the acquisition of habits.

In regard to the first principle stated, that one's
native language interferes with the acquisition of a new one,
it is important to note that this degree of interference
varies according to many factors. For example, a bilingual
child has relatively little interference from either lan-
guage. There is, however, a great deal of interference in
the case of a child who takes up a study of a foreign language
at a later age. The bilingual child can respond to stimuli
in both languages rapidly and Interchangeably with very little
difficulty. In the case of an Italian immigrant family for
example, when the mother speaks to her child in the native
tongue, he automatically responds to her in Italian; while on
the other hand, when his brother or sister speak to him, in
all probability he will reply in English. This is due, no
doubt, to the associational stimuli which have been estab.
lished in the bilingual child from birth. But in the case
of a child who learns a second language some years after he
has acquired the first, the associational stimuli do not exist,
and they become more difficult to acquire. Thus a child in
response to a familiar object stimulus will use the word he
has first learned from that stimulus. When he is shown the
Object book, he will say "book ". Every time the object is
brought7F5F02, the response will be the same. The constant
association makes it possible for the word "book" to take the
place of the object itself. The child is able to conceptu-
alize the term. But in the learning of a second language,
this process is not so simple because the child has already
learned one linguistic 87mbol for a particular stimulus.
When the stimulus book is presented, he will think first-of
"book", and only AMBEAarily of "le livre" or "el libro".
Therefore, we may conclude that the response is derived not
merely from the stimulus itself but is also identified with
the meaning of the object in the native language. This cone'
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stitutes "interference ", perhaps the most important deter
rent in learning a second language. Any FLES program which
is to be effective, must attempt to reduce these points of
interference as much as possible.

The second principle of language learning which, we
stated above is that language is acquired through habit.
This implies that it must be taught by producing appropriate
stimuli and responses. In this response kind of learningo
we must also remember that in order to be learned a response
must be perfored; moreover, the response is learned more
effectively when it is immediately rewarded. (By "reward",
we mean that kind of satisfaction the individual receives
as a result of what he has performed.) For example, a baby
rakes a series of noises which conveys to his parents the
idea that he wants water; his parents give him water, repeat.
ing the word many times, Eventually the child succeeds in
saying "water" or "wa.wa" and is immediately rewarded,

The type of behaviortstic conditioning described above
is important to all FL learning, It is particularly applic-
able to the elementary school as a longer span of study is
provided making .more time available for the acquisition of
new linguistic habits, Furthermore, in the elementary grades
the mind is still flexible enough to acquire patterns of the
new language without too much interference from the mother
tongue. Lastly, that automatization so necessary to acquire
language habits may be a monotonous procedure for older
children but is very well suited to children in the elemen.
tary school. Instead of being bored, they seem to find a
certain satisfaction in drilling and repeating the same thing
over and over again.

A variety of methods have been tried in the teaching of
FLES since its inception; however; it is our feeling that
the method which best incorporates the linguistic and psycho.
logical principles we have been discussing is the so- called
"Dialogue Method", This method consists of eight different
steps:

exposition of the dialogue
presentation and learning of the basic dialogue
supplement to the dialogue
dialogue adaptation
directed dialogue
structure drills
pattern generalization
recombination narrative



Exposition consists of a descriptive statement in Eng-
lish by which the teacher introduces and explains the situ-
ation described in the dialogue. The basic dialogue follows.
By "basic dialogue", we mean one in which there is a speaker,
a Marer and a real situation. It forms the core of each
unit of study and the point of departure for all subsequent
drills. It is usual15, the recreation of a natural experience
a child might encounter in his daily life. The vocabulary
and patterns in the FL are the kind a foreign child is likely
to use in everyday speech. The language emerges from the
situation itself and the learner is able to form a direct
association between the language and the situation. The lan-
guage of the dialogue is not oversimplified but is usually
geared to the age and intelligence of the child. For axample,
a French child does not wait until he is in the second year
of high school to use the subjunctive. Therefore, a subjunc-
tive might well be encountered In a first or second FLES diac.
logue.

For the dialogue to be immediately useful, it is memo-
rised. Sentences frcm the dialogue then serer as patterns
in which vocabulary or structural items can be substituted.
The development of an increased skill in making these substi-
tutions provide a series of building blocks to eventual fluency
in the spoken language.

Once the dialogue has been learned, supplemental items
and useful expressions maybe introduced to vary and enrich
the dialogue content itself. This step is followed by "dia-
logue adaptation" which intavates the dialogue situation with-
in the personal experiences of the students. If a particular
dialogue tells about Juan and Pablo who have a cat or dog, in
the "dialogue situation", the teacher may question her students
about their cats or their dogs, tkras personalising in exper.
ience."71ffs step pro es for the transfer of learning to
new situations and takes the language outside of the immediate
confines of the classroom.

The fifth step is the "directed dialogue". This is con-
trolled conversation between students in which the conversa-
tion is guided and stimulated by the teacher. The purpose is
to combine in different ways structural patterns and vocabu-
lary Items which have already been learned. For example, the
teacher says, "Henry, tell Helen that she is tall". Henry
answers, "Helen, you are tall". This technique not only in-
volves drill and structural patterns but real-life situations.

This step is followed by pattern generalisation, I. e.,
a series of statements in English which analyse or focus the
attention on structural changes which have been previously
learned through pattern drill. (This step comes after pattern
practice, rather than before it.)
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The final step,
i

called "recombination narrative" pro-
vides the opportunity to use basic materials learned in
dialogues in a different context and in a different form.
The dramatic form of the dialogue is changed to the third
person narrative. What was previously acted out is now reip
told. An advantage of the reoombination narrative is that
it aoquaints the student with the style of narrative lan-
guage and prepares him for reading.

The "dialogue method" which we have described, seems
to us sound both from a linguistic and a pedagogical point
of view. First of all, it provides for Noverftlearnine through
mimicry and memorisation. It alto provides for the mastery of
the sound system of the target language and of those essential
features which constitute the structure of the uage. It
Involves structural manipulation which leads to au tisation.
Furthermore, through the dialogue, the child builds i a sup.
ply of natural utterances in the FL taken from real situations;
and the possibility of making errors by translating is reduced.
host important of all, the dialogue furnishes the child with
a stare of practical utterances by which he may communicate
his basic thoughts and desires. Be is thus provided with the
essential factor in motivating the study of FL's $ immediate
reward:

As helpful as linguistics and psychology have been in
suggesting certain methods to be followed in FLES instruc
tion, there are still many problems facing the FLES teacher
which have to be solved. These disciplines have not yet given
us the answer to such questions as: Who should study a FL in
the elementary school? At what age and in what grade is it
best to begin FLES? When should reading and writing be intro-
duped in a FLES program? How do we proceed from the spoken
utterance to the written, word? Same research has been done
in this last area, but psycholinguists still have mush to tell
us about the learning of reading and writing in the FL at this
level.

Most important of all we still need to have tangible
evidence demonstrating the merits of FLES scientifically.
We must prove through controlled studies that a pupil who has
had FM has indeed acquired a greater mastery of the sounds
and structures of the FL than a pupil who has studied the FL
only at the secondary level.

We have been convinced for many years of the .value of
starting FL study in the elementary schools. Some of the



reasons which have led us to this conclusion have been
explained in this paper. Most of our contentions regard-
ing FLES have already been borne out by subjective obser-
vation° It remains only for us to establish our conten-
tions by rigorous and scientific studies. It is to thie
end that we now call upon psychologists and linguists to
bend their efforts.
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STRUCTURAL LINGUISTICS

Structural Approaches to American English
and Classical Latin

I. The Concept of StructurslIinpkitla.

Pei and Gaynor,s definition of structural linguis,,
tics as "Linguistic study in which each language is viewed
as a coherent, homogeneous entity" (18) may profitably be
expanded to comprise the folloaing principles:

,L0 It is descri tiver Structural linguistics is
based on the sys.,ema c observation of individual languages,
with the helpa if possible, of a native informant, The
structural linguist works (as far as he is able) without
any IErial assumptions about the nature of the language
he proposes to study but arrives at its rules of structure
Inductively by Baconian methods.

2, It is "synchronic," Por descriptive purposes
it Ignores histlry-an afrilgariTic change o confining sten
tion to relationships existing within a very thin slice of
time. The slice of time best suited to structural analysis
is the present; it is only with reservations that the method
can be applied to the past

3. .....11Itsrlmrittonceraillpith thpkattainTa
and with "usate rather n who s correct. S rue ura
ringus ca o lows e pr nc p e t a t e spoken word came
before the written and that it is through the spoken word
that a new language should be approached, even when (as in
classical Latin or Greek) the spoken language is no longer
in use. Its rules derive from the way people qctually talk
not from the way "authorities" tell them they ought to talk°

t It seeks its own law :Ialem taken over
Language was oTIEW-IEFigErTrilemp y some s3iTein, BICE as
the philosophy of Plato or the psychology of Wundt, and it
was according to the laws of this system that the language
student interpreted the data which he collected. The strut-,
tural linguist does not consider himself bound by any laws
except those of the language itself,

50 It stresses the differencesrather than the
similarities baii-e=aa;377TEFTEKOEUM-IlEguist is
nterested in w at Is unique in a language f, and thin inter,
est carries over to the differences between geographical

n



districts, social classes, "in groups" and "out groups",
and other speech communitios.

6 _..:ttscateolabasec_icItiesariformratherthen
meaning. In str46-tuiiarling4Iitilis Idi;itiriii-arTar&-iiiid--
pa ern are used to determine the function of words. It
is the patterning of a language that gives it its unique
oharaoter. Perception of pattern is given priority over
analysis of meaning;

7. It, strives to avoid translation and to deal
directly with iM17077157-WEITOERTIrliTairMleves
lhaCtEilearninig ofi new language should be similar to
that of a child in learning his own.

110 Elfamisal.72ashetswido

The structural approach appeared very early in the his-
tory of grammar° Panini's treatise on Sanskrit was written
around 300 B.C. with the purpose of preserving the purity of
upper-caste speech. This remarkable document, which gives a
full end detailed description of the language, is based not
on theory but on' patient, thorough observation of Sanskrit
forms and sounds. According to Leonard Bloomfield (3) "no
other language to this day has been so perfectly described."

Unfortunately the tradition of Sanskrit grammar was
unknown in Europe until late in the 18th century. Greek
grammars by contrast, was philosophical rather than scion.
tifie. Its categories of cases number, and the like, useful
as they were for classifying linguistic phenomenon were aet
up as abstract entitles according to the supposed meaning
of the class. Even the Epicureans, who explained language
in an evolutionary framework, arrived at their explanation
by abstract reasoning rather than by induction.

Latin grammars were written on Greek models, with Latin
presented as the logically normal form of human speech.
Norms were aet up from a study of classical authors. Depar.
tures from these norms, when they were found in medieval
Latin and the vernacular languages, were taken as examples
of "linguistic decay",-.of degeneration from an earlier and
better model.

The scientific study of language as a natural phenomenon
did not begin until the late eighteenth or early nineteenth
century, The chief influence was natural science, especially
comparative anatomy and the theory evolution. The discovery
of Sanskrit grammar and the newly awakened interest in modern
languages turned linguists in the direction of historical and



(mmparat1.va studies° The great achievements of the period
were (1; to establish the principle of the regularity of
linguistic change, and (2) to organize the Indo- .European
languages into a unified and coherent system

In their enthusiasm for comparative and historical
studies linguists at first found little time for the accurate
and detailed descriptions which the structural approach de.
mends, Only in the 20th century as they turned their attsn.s
tion to the study of American Indian languages, where the
historical approach is impossible, did the desirability of
purely descriptive studies become apparent°

Sapir and Bloomfield are the great names in the first
part of this period, Both were students of Indian languages,
Sapir's Language appeared in 19210 The Linguistic Society
of American was founded in 1925. Its periodicals nguLaage,

rtin its first number carried a brief but important aicle
by Sapir on "Sound Patterns in Language," (21) an article
which helped to establiih the concept of the phoneme and
the significance of "patterning" in language studies° Bloom.
field's Lan ua e (1933) is in my opinion the beat introduc=
tion to ngu s Ice in general and to structural linguistics
In particular. It is thorough, lucid, and well organized;
it is also intensely readable, Carl Darling Buck's Comalm:
tive Grammar of Greek and Latin, which came out in tne same
yearn se s ror t e pr no p es of linguistic science from
the point of view of the classical scholar, Another great
name from this period is that of Otto Jespersen. His Anal .
tic Syntax (1937) is a brilliant attempt to express al
grammes cal relations by a system of letters, numerals, and
supplementary signs analogous to the systems of mathematics
and chemistry. Though Jespersen in this book drew all of
all of his examples from eleven European languages (includ.
ing Finnish) he believed that his system would prove useful
in comparing the grammatical structures of other languages,

World War II with its sudden demand for personnel trained
in little-known languages gave a great impetus to the strqc.
tural approach, Bloomfield wrote his Outline Guide for the

I area (1-1421-1767WFCFFio-Practical Stud of Forei f La
vide ec n ques or wor ng w th a native informant, Bloch
and Trager's Outline of Lir uistic Anal sis which was also
published in MT-a-Mee a summary of these techniques° The
authors claim no originality for their general principles,
They haves however, written a useful guide book to etructursl
linguistics. Zelig Harris' Methcds in Structural Li uistics
(1951) sets out to "define tne opera _ona w c e ngu s
may carry out in the course of his investigations, In his
strictly operational approach Harris has written a treatise
for the specialist, not a book for the general reader. Better
suited to the interests of the general reader is George Miller'sLan age and Communication (1951)0 which brings structural
lingo st cs in o t e roe er framework of information theory,

13 -



III, Terminology.

Like other sciences, structural linguistics has devel-
oped a terminology of its own. Some of these terms, unfor-
tunately, do not seem to serve any purpose except to irritate
outsiders and mark the user as the member of an inner group.
To use "transitival" instead of "transitive" oeperfective"
instead of "perfect" adds little to science while turning
away scholars who might otherwise be sympathetic with the
structural approach. Some of the terms, however, are more
than jargon. They further communication and make for greater
precision of thought. From them I have singled out a few
which seem both typical and useful.

Utterance. The term "utterance" was adopted by struc.
turarIngia's to describe any unit of collected speech whether

or not it is a "sentence." It is "any stretch of talky by one
person, before and after which there is silence on the part of

the person." (12) Utterances may range in length all the way
from a simple interjection like "Oh, Oh," to a sentence by
Faulkner or Proust. Some writers use "major" for utterances
with a verb and "minor" for utterances without. Structural
linguists do not reject the term "sentence". They prefer
utterance, however, because it does not involve them at the
start in questions of meaning or of what is "correct,"

Pattern. Pattern may be defined as a characteristic
arrangiEWErin time of the elements - the sounds and forms .
of a language. Again, the linguist is able to set up criteria
without first having recourse to meaning. By the use of difm,
ferences in pitchy stress, inflection, order of words, the
pattern of an utterance may be changed. Patterns are arbi.
Crary. They have no meaning in themselves, but because of the
great range of formal differences which they comprise they can
be used to convey an almost infinite variety of meanings.

The word "pattern" is used as an intransitive verb by
structural linguists, who might say that a certain word "pat.
terns with the accusative case". I believe that tics usage is

more than jargon. It conveys a distinction which the canyon-
tional expression does not make.

Phoneme. Physiologically, the number of distinct sounds
that TariVreartioulated by human speech organs is very great;,
Identifying and transcribing these sounds is the province of

the phonetician. Phonetics, however, plays only a small part

in structural linguistics. In describing a language it is
necessary to identify only those differences in sound that are
significant for conveying meaning. A cluster of closely re..,

fated sounds that are never contrasted with each other is
called a "phoneme." The separate sounds that make up the
cluster are called "allophones." What is an allophone in one
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language may be a distinct phonemo in another° An example
that is frequently cited is the sound of /p/ in the English
words "pin" and "spin", Phonetically, the two Ws are die.
tinct in sound and in some languages (Chinese, for example)
are used to convey different meanings() In English, however,
the contrast is never made, and to most ears the sounds are
the sameo On the other hand, Englilh distinguished sharply
between final b and final p, as in "cab" and "cap" whereas
in German the two sounds are allophones in this positiono
The number of phonemes in any single language ranges between
twenty and sixty° In addLtion to differences in the artiou-
lation of sound, phonemic patterns can be changed by altea.
tIons of pitch and stress, and by varying the length of con-
sonants and vowels°

Mor hemeo Morphology is the science of "forma" .0 the
formal ev ices which language uses to indicate differences
In meaning and to mark the -relationships between words°
Structural linguists like the term morpheme to describe such
devices, Bloch and Trager divide morphemes into free forms
and bound formso A free form can be spoken alone7WEEnaiii.
ing; a bound lorm cannot° An example of a bound form in Eng-
lish is the verb ending, -ed which indicates past time but
can never be used by itself° The proportion of bound forms
to free forms varies greatly from language to language° Some
linguists use the term allomor h to describe the members of a
ampheme which are dist no rrom each other In form, but can
be used interchangeably in conveying meaning° "Hanged" and
"hung" would thus be treated as allomorphs for the past tense
of "hang%

AlAt Syntax deals with the principles on which the
meaninggfulparts of a sentence (or "complex utterance") are
organized° Bloomfield uses the term "tagmeme" to describe
such a principle, eo go the tagmeme of word order° The other
two basic principles by which sentences are organized are
"form classes", so morphemes, and "function words" unin.-4
fleeted words which show the relationships among other words
in the sentence°

Grammar° Bloch and Trager conclude their treatise with
this statements "When the observer has determined the phone.
mic structure of a language, and has classified all its con-
structions, both morphological and syntactic, the resulting
description will be an accurate and usable grammar of the lanm
guage, accounting in the simplest way for all the utterances
of the speech community!, and presenting the clearest possible
summary for the use of students and scientific linguists *Allmon



IV. EmEtralallatant0
A, American English,

Co C, Fries of the University of Michigan was active
in the structural linguistic movement from the start. Diem
turbed at the unscientific and unrealistic way. English was
taught in American schools he set out to determine what "gen.
oral usage" is and to outline "the types of differences that
appear in our American language practices." Recognizing the
importance of "Standard English" as an aid to communication
he thought it was necessary before defining the standard "to
make an *emirate and realistic survey and description" of the
various language practices that actually prevail in the United
States. Fries was the first American linguist to my knowledge
who took all of his data from non-literary sources, His Amer.
loan E lidh Grammar (1940) was based on 3 000 letters (2600 If

m comp e e w were taken from U. So Government files and
deposited in the Library of the University of Michigan. All
were written in longhand, All were of adequate length for
nalysis and study, Information was obtained about the writer .
his family background, schooling, ocaupations, and the like,
On the basis of this information Fries divided his material
into three classes, mostly according to educational background.
The basic categories which he chose for treating his data were:
Form words (e0 go nouns and verbs), function words, and word
order. Whenever possible he used statistical methods, indi-
cating the relative frequency of each grammatical item within
the body of examined material, The language items which be
selected served to illustrate how "Vulgar, English," which, was
defined inductively from the examples used in the study dif.
fered from "Standard English," which was defined in the same
way.

As source material for his next book, The Structure of
liah (1,952), Fries was able to avoid the"."=7"---alwrterrocom..

p e e y. His raw data were 250,000 words of recorded tele.
phone conversations by 300 different speakers, His attitudes
toward the data which he had collected in this way he cam..
pared to that of the botanist who is more interested in plants
as they appear in nature than in specially developed and
"more beautiful specimens of the florist's hot house and oul.
tivated garden." Because he was dealing with oral records he
was able to set up a number of categories which would not be
possible if he were dealing with the written language alone,
Among these categories were Intonation, for which he d's.
tinguiehed four levels in American speech,

Fries' work is creative and challenging, His two books
make stimulating reading, They are treatises, however, rather
than texts, In Patterns of English (195b) Paul Roberts has
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applied the principles developed by Fries and the strut :oral
linguists to the teaching of high.school Engliaho Effectively
used, the Roberts text ought to stimulate a feeling for gram.
mar as usage and lead the high- school student to a better
understanding of English structure°

B, Classical Latin

It is fitting that the principles of structural lin-
guistics should at last be applied to the teaching of Latin
itself, since it was against the domination of Latin grammar
that the linguistic movement began° Latin being a "dea0"
language it is obvious that some of the principles of strut.
tural linguistics cannot be applied to ito You cangt, for
example, make use of a native informant; and you cangt make
the fine distinctions in usage which are possible in a living
language° Much of the structural approach is feasibleo how.
ever, and can in my opinion be used with profit

My objection to the traditional teaching of Latin in
American schools is that few students ever attain even a par.
tial mastery of the language° They miss the pleasure, both
intellectual and aesthetic, of reading Latin as Latin and
fail to perceive its magnificent structure of sounds and forms°
Too many of them after four years of study look at a Latin
sentence as a collection of verbal symbols to be rearranged
and put into bad English° To remedy this situation . to make
the learning of Latin more rapid, more interesting, and more
thorough . Waldo Sweet and his students at the University of
Michigan developed a structural approach to Latin, which has
attracted a good deal of attention and some controversy in
classical circles° Sweets text, Latin: A Structural A roach
did not appear until 1957, but his me o was Known and s
influence felt for some years before,,

Sweet uses linguistic principles and terminology through.
out his book° His aim is to teach Latin as Latino with a min-
Lawn of recourse to English° "Pattern practice" structural
analysis, and the answering of Latin questions by Latin replies
based on the reading take the place of translation° The course
is constructed around 360 "basic sentences", proverbs, epi.
grams, and pithy sayings taken from many Latin writers, ancient,
medieval, and modern° The student is given tan of these sent.
tomes to learn by heart at the very beginning of the eourse°
From then on he is exposed to none of the "made Latin" which
disfigures the ordinary text book° Instead he uses the basic
sentences for pattern practice, by which various features of
Latin structure are introduced and repeated until they have
been mastered° The method calls for as much drill as the tra-
ditional method, but the drill is on whole utterances rather
than bare vocabulary and forms, Much of the drill is relegated
to the language laboratory where the student can work at his



own pace. Vocabulary is reduced to a minimum at the start,
and words wherever possible are introduced by pictures instead
of by association with English equivalents° Great emphasis
is laid on the structure of Latin - its syntax and morphemes
especially those features in which it differs from English°
Case, is presented in the first lesson° Sweet's treatment
of case impresses me as one of the most valuable features of
his whole approacho He presents the oases "horizontally"
rather thsnwvertioallyno That is to say he takes up the
cases one at a time in order of their importance, giving all
of the forms, the "allomorphs" for each° In the traditional
or vertical method the student learns all of the oases at
once but learns them one declension at a time, e0 go "puella,
puellae, puollae, puellam, puella, a girl, of a girl, to a
girl, a girl, from, by or with a girl% Sweet has replaced
this meaningless drill with intelligent practice in the use
of significant forms, The order in which the various forms
and construct ions are presented is determined by the frequency
with which they are encountered in Latin writers. Sweet has
departed from the traditional method in his presentation of
verb forma as well are of caseo By confining himself to the
third person he is able to teach the present and the perfect,
the active and the passive almost simultaneously and from the
start° In my opinion, this is a great gain° The student is
learning how to deal with real Latin sentences at the very
beginning of the course. Even if he never goes beyond the
first semester he ought to acquire some feeling for the struc.
ture of the language, - a feeling which the traditional approach
does not give at this early stage°

Classicists are far from neutral about Sweet's pproach
to Latino All whom I have consulted are either strongly for
it or strongly against ito The views of the latter are cogently
expressed by Van Lo Johnson (16) and, more vehemently, by
Thomas Ho Corcoran (6) 0 Some of the objections are directed
against Sweet's text itself . the overuse of questions.andm
answers in Latin, the proliferation of technical terms, the
lack of connected discourse for translation° These, it seems
to me, are mannerisms of the author and do not invalidate the
method itself° More serious objections have been raised against
the whole structural approach on the ground that the traditional,
humane values of Latin are lost, that the aral.aural method has
no validity for a language that is no longer spoken, and that
when treated as an example of linguistic science Latin becomes
lust another language like Bantu or Tagalog° Johnson objects
to the structuralists' insistence on the differences between
Latin and English° To him the great value of Latin is its
training in English: "It is a training in exactness, subtlety,
discrimination, sensitivity in word and thought." All of this,
he feels, is lost in Sweet's "direct" method of learning Latino



The structural linguists, on the other hand, claim that
they can teach Latin more quickly, more thoroughly, and more
enjoyably, Though few in number they make up for it in enthuses
laem. They have used the traditional method and given it up
because they find the structural approach more effective,
Eleanor Miser (13) testifies to its practical advantages in
the class roam. It helps the student, she says, "to learn
Solid Classical Latin" more quickly, more thoroughlye and with
more zest. Richard T. Urban (24) describes an experiment in
which he set up two groups of beginning Latin students and
taught both groups himself,. With one group he used the tra-
ditional method in which he had himself Griginally been trained;
with the other he used Sweets structural approach (though not
his textbook) , The first group had the higher mean I. Q.,
(110 against /04 for the experimental group). At the end of
a year Urban reported that (1) the experimental group early
in the course developed the ability to read Latin correctly
while the control group never did; (2) interest and morale
was higher in the experimental group (3) on the final exam-
instdon which was identical for the two groups and seems to
have been fairly devised, the mean score for the experimental
group was 79 against 52 for the control group. Of course, no
conclusions can be drawn from a single experiment like thise
especially since it seems clear that Urban wanted the experi-
mental group to win, The experiment suggestse howevere what
can be done with the structural approach by a teacher who is
enthusiastic about it. The two other class-roam teachers wham
I have consulted (1, 7) gave me similar reportst they would
not go back to the traditional method of teaching, though they
think that more satisfactory textbooks than Sweetts are needed.

My own feeling is that no either-or position need be
adopted, Learning to read Latin as Latin seems tome per-
fectly consistent with the analysis and construing which good
translation demands, Sweet and his group have shown that the
structural approach can be applied to teaching an ancient len-
guage like Latin. How effectively it is applied will. of
course, depend on the attitude and ability of the teacher,
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1d6YCHO-ACOUSTICS OF Si-SLCH

iO3 0

Speech consists of bursts of minute and rapid fluctua-
tions in air pressure. The average sound pressure of ordinary
conversation is about three millionths of a pound per square
inch. The pressures of the loudest and faintest sounds that
contribute to the intelligibility of speech differ by a factor
of about thirty. These fluctuations in air pressure contain
all of the frequencies that we can hear, but they are not all
equally important for understanding what is said. The fre-
quencies between about 200 and 3000 cycles per second
(roughly the frequencies transmitted by an ordinary telephone)
contain almost all of the "phonemic" information. The presence
of other frequencies makes the voice sound more natural, but
contributes little to the identification of utterances.

To produce the "voiced" sounds--the vowels and some
consonantsthe vocal folds are brought together by the
muscles of the larynx and forced apart in brief puffs by the
pressure of air from the lungs. The vocal folds open and
close from 100 to 200 times per second depending upon the sex
of the speaker and the intonation of the utterance. This
vibration produces a series of strong overtones at integral
multiples of the fundamental frequency. The oral cavity acts
as a filter which may be tuned to certain frequencies by
moving the tongue and lips. Humping up the tongue in the
middle creates one resonant cavity in the back of the mouth
and rounding the lips creates another in the front of the
mouth. INhich frequencies are selected and which suppressed
depends primarily upon (a) the position (anteriorposterior)
of the hump in the tongue, (b) the height of this hump in the
mouth, and (c) the degree of rounding of the lips (DeLattre,
1951). Lowering the glottis produces nasal sounds by con-necting the nasal cavities to the oral cavities. (Fig. 1)

The vocal folds relax during the "unvoiced" sounds, which
are produced by interfering with the flow of air through the
mouth by placing the lips, tongue or glottis against or neara fixed part of the mouth or another mobile articulator.
These sounds are the unvoiced consonants. kerforming the
same articulation with the vocal folds together produces the
corresponding voiced consonant (compare fs/ and /z /).

Visible Speech

Depleting speech directly as a time-varying pressure
makes a series of squiggles quite unintelligible to the eye.A, more meaningful visual presentation of speech can be con-structed by first analysing these sounds into their component
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Fig, 1. The articulation of three different vowels (Miller, 1951).
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Pig. 2, A speech spectrograph ( Potter, Kopp, & Green, 1947).
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frequencios, as the ear doos, and then displaying the relative
amounts of speoch power in different bands of frequencies as
a function of time (Potter, Kopp, & Green, 1947). The "speech
spectrograph" makes such analyses and displays the result in
a throo-dimensional rioture; the horizontal axis represents
time, the vertical axis represents froquonc7, and the bright-
ness of any sr of represents the relative lower of one band
of frequencies during one interval of time (Fig. 2). The
patterns drawn by a speech srectrograph are translations of
speech into a visible language that can be translated back
into an auditory languaco if you know the rules.

The simplest rules are those for translating the cardinal
vowels. Each vowel produces simultaneously a set of briefly
sustained notes whose frequencies are determined by the
tuning of the oral cavities. These notes, known as the
"formants" of the vowels, appear in the spectrograrh us sets
of parallel, horizontal bars. The formant with the lowest
frequency is called the first formant, the formant with the
next highest frequency is called the second formant, and so
on. Because no two cardinal vowels have the same first and
second formants, it is necessary to specify only the first
two formants to identify a vowel. The first two formants of
same 'English and French vowels are compared in Fig. 3. On
this kind of a figure the diphthongs of lish would appear
not as points, as the vowels do, but as directed curves
gliding from the position of one vowel toward that of another
(Lehiste CA: Peterson, 1961).

Consonants cannot be translated so easily. Table 1 shows
a two-way classification of the consonants of English by the
different categories of sound (plosives, nasals, fricatives,
laterals and trills) and by the different combinations of
articulators that are used to produce them. Lhere two sounds
are listed, the'first is unvoiced and the second voiced* Not
all of the combinations aproaring in Table I are physiologically
possible, and not all of those that are physiologically pos-
sible occur in English, although they may occur in other
languages. Acoustically the consonants exhibit a hetero-
geneous variety of features not all of which are phonemic,
i.e., carry moaning in the language. If we cannot identify
the phonemic characteristics of consonants by eye on the
srectrograph, we can do bettor by reversing the process of
translation.

Painted Speech

Just as sounds may be translated into a Geometric pattern
by the spectrograph, so arbitrary coomotric patterns may be
translated into sounds by the "pattern playback" (Cooper,
Liberman w Borst, 1951; Delattro, et al., 1956). Flge
shows how the pattern playback worig.The pattern played
back may be a real spectrograph or, what is more important,



Table 1. Classification of English Consonants

Position of Type of articulation
articulation Ilosives Nasals Fricatives Laterals Trills

Bilabial

Labiodental

Dental

Alveolar

Cacuminal

Palatal

p (pie) m (me) w (we)
b (by)

f (fine)
v (vine)

0 (thin)
IS (then)

t to)
d (do)

n (no) s (sip) 1 (lip)(

z (zip)
r (rip)

Velar k (0y) g (sing )
g (go)

3 azure).
dhe)

Yes)

(None)

Glottal (None) h (he) (None) (None)

(I filler, 1951)
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Pig. 4, Pattern Playback. The tone wheel produces an image of a slit
of light that flickers slowly at one end and rapidly at the other. The
painted pattern selects the combination of frequencies that is trans-
mitted to the loudspeaker. (Cooper, Liberman, & Borst, 1951)
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a hand-painted pattern incorporating tho experimenter's
hypotheses about which aspects of the speech sound are phonemic.
Fig. 5 represents a sIectrograph and a hand-painted synthesis
of the same phrase.

This instrument places a rowerful analytic technique in
the hands of the student of speech. lie can make speech and
speech-like sounds to order, pay them over as often as he
wishes, obtain judgments of what the playback "said" from as
many listeners as he desires, vary any aspect of the sound
that he suspects is phonemically critical, and ask his
listeners to compare the resulting utterances. The object
of this kind of investic,ation is not to describe speech as it
occurs naturally, but to specify the acoustic features of any
utterance that are essential to convoy moaning in that
language. If these min mat features are deleted or modified
the listener no longer identifies the sound as the same
utterance (Liberman, et al., 1959).

The variety of acoustic cues that are known to determine
the identification of utterances is too great for full des-
cription here. A sample must suffice in this brief sketch
of a rapidly growirk; subject. For instance, one of the things
that distinguishes among the stop consonants /b/, /d/ and /g/
when they occur before any vowel is the initial transition of
the frequency of the second formant of the vowel (Fig. 6) .

The second formant of a vowel following /b/ starts with an
upward glide, as though from a very low frequency, before it
levels off at whatever frequency is characteristic of that
vowel. These transitions do not actually begin at a constant
frequency, but form a drooping "tail" that points to a more
or less fixed low frequency. Following /d/ the second formant
originates at (the tail points to) about 1600 cycles rer
second and rises or falls toward the steady frequency that is
characteristic of the following vowel. The transitions of
the second formant of vowels after fa fall into two groups.
Before front vowels the transition falls from a high frequency.
Between /ga/ and /go/ this pattern breaks abruptly. The
second formant of the back vowels also begins with a falling
transition, but it originates at a much lower frequency.
These inferences are based, not upon how human speakers pro-
nounce /b/, /d/ or /a, but upon. how human listeners identify
auditory reproductions of patterns like those in Fig. 6.

An example of another important class of phonemic cues
is one of the differences between /4/ and /t/. The onset of
the first formant of /Of following ft/ is delayed longer than
following /4/. If the onset of the first formant in the
painted patterns of Fig. 7 is delayed less than 10 milli-
seconds the listener reports /do/ (as in doe); if this delay
is more than 40 milliseconds (but not too much more) the
listener reports /to/ (as in toe). Although there are also
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other differences betueen /d/ and /t/, the time of onset of
the first formant is sufficient to distincuish them completely
when they occur just before /o/.

The quest for a complete set of minimal rules for syn-
thesizing sreoch is the obverse of the concurrent quest for
a "speech-writer," i.e., a device for automatically trans-
cribing speech into writing (Kelly & Gerstman, 1961; Stevens,
1960). programs are being written, with some success, to
enable computers to take dictation. Ideally these yrograms
would contain the obverse of the synthetic rules, the minimal
rules for recognizing sreoch. Neither set of rules has yet
been rendered in a general and minimal form, but reasonably
general and reasonably efficient ways of transforming speech
into writing (intelligible notation) and writing into speech
(intelligible utterances) may be attained without satisfying
the stringent requirements of an ideal acoustic theory of
speech.

Teaching Devices

The advent of the tape recorder nade the modern language
laboratory possible. Records of model speakers had long been
available, but listening was not enough. The tape recorder
made it feasible to have the student listen to a model speaker,
record his own rosionse, listen to the correct response, and
compare, and correct himself as necessary. The organization,
cost and technical specifications of a language laboratory
have been described elsewhere (Johnstone).

One of the simplest auditory aids is to let the student
hear himself. During oral drills in groups he may be unable
to hear himself over the interference of other students saying
the same thing at the same time. Sound-powered earrhones
which do not require electrical connections, might overcame
this obstacle in classrooms not provided with the equipment of
a language laboratory.

Visible speech is a research tool at the present time.
Trost srectrogrgphs are not made during the original utterance,
but from a recording, and employ a scanning technique that
requires more time than the original utterance (Peterson, 1954)*It is possible, however, to make satisfactory spectrographs
of utterances as they actually occur. One group of investi-
gators developed a method for displaying "real-time" spectro-
graphs on a rotating cathode ray oscilloscope and found that
they could carry on a conversation by each reading a spectro-
graph of what the other said. This deA.ce has also been used
to teach the deaf to speak (Potter, Kopp, & Green, 1947).
The essential components of a real-time spectrograph, saying
"to catch," are sketched in Fig. E. This paper-and-pencil
spectrograph (it has not been built) takes advantage of an
oscilloscope that stores a picture until it is instructed toerase.
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Le do not know what visible speech can contribute to a
language laboratory. It is new and more expensive than the
kinds of equipment now in general use. The student with a
"tin oar," or actual deafness, who does not perceive differ-
encos among speech patterns auditorily, might be able to
learn visually, if he were provided with a painted-pattern
and a television screen on which he could record the patterns
of his own speech. The "normal" student nicht also benefit
from the opportunity to compare his speech with visual as :ell
as auditory models. The design of suitable spectrograkhs,
of model patterns and of sound procedures for using them have
not been worked out in detail. The cost, the difficulties
and the probable rewards of using visible speech in the
language laboratory are experimental problems which the state
of the art is ripe to exploit.
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LEARNING THWRY, LANGUAGE DIWELuPMENT AND LANGUAGE LEARNING

This discussion will pivot around the nature of language learning
and those critical concepts in learning theory that bear upon such
learning.

A review and evaluation of relevant literature, along with some
rather subjective judgments respecting the broad task of learning a
language, lead to the following conclusions:

1. Language learning proceeds in two stages. Une stage concerns the
development of vocabulary. The other, more time-consuming stage,
involves the incorporation of the cultural aspects of the linguistic
community into language use. une can see these stages in both first
and second language learning. It might also be noted that the great
amount of repetition required in first language learning provides the
principal opportunity for the achievement of the second stage.

2. Learning a second language the same way one learns a first language
would, on the one hand, be desirable, but on the other, it is both
unnecessary and impractical. It is desirable because massive language
"bathing" would facilitate the incorporation of cultural aspects into
linguistic behavior. Un the other band, first language learning takes
place at the same time that the individual is developing concepts.
This double development makes that learning more difficult. By the
time that second language learning begins, individual has concepts
available. The hooking up of new responses or associations with these
concepts is easier, for they are meaningful. Thus, the amount of
repetition required is less than for first language learning.

3. Because the development of the first language is tied in with the
development of concepts in general, first language learning becomes a
basis for defining concepts. Further, first language learning requires
the development of speech behavior. Since these carry over to second
language learning, I would hypothesize that many of the characteristics
of language learning and performance are similar in the two cases.
Such factors as verbal fluency, sensitivity to language habits, level of
discrimination of meaningsthese factors are, I suspect, powerful
predictors of success in a second language. In short, I am at this
point proposing a research approach ire which we would study, among good
and poor second language learners, characteristics of their first
language learning.

4. verbal behavior, which is one of several ways to reveal language
learning, is affected by a number of variables which may impair perform.
ante. Considerably more attention needs to be given to this aspect of
language learning. We have data to demonstrate that variations in
verbal activity are highly predictable consequences of perceived stress,
anxiety and threat of failure. These data need verification in
language behavior situations.

5. We are painfully lacking in knowledge of, and techniques for, the
effective manipulation of reinforcement in second language learning.

11111360.



Looking for a model to follow in organizing my discussion, it
occurred to me that a framework might evolve if we ask two questions:

1. that is learned during language learning?

2. What factors influence language learning and its manifestations
in performance?

The remainder of the discussion is directed to these questions.
Before we turn to them, however, I could like to consider the problem
of the criteria of learning. What level of proficiency is wanted in
second language learning? I have certainly detected some ambiguity on
this score in the seminar proceedings to date. And yet the question
is fundamental to any training program, to the expectations of teachers
and, I dare say, to the frustration tolerance of students. Do we want
true bilinguals, efficient translators, language requirement satisfiers,
or what? Research could be wisely and profitably initiated to develop
graded criteria of language learning.

Let us turn now to our first question: What is learned during
language learning? Perhaps another way to put this is to ask, what
does the individual do during language learning, and what changes does
he undergo? I think that two broad categories of changes are observable.

A, The individual forms associations.

U. The individual develops sets.

With respect to the formation of associations, two operationally
distinct processes are involved.

1. Acquisition of responses.

Responses are acquired through paired association and serial
association learning. The individual learns that A is followed
by B, that GUK is followed by PUH. The formation of any associa-
tion implies the development of meaning. This level of learning
is critical, for it allows for differentiation among items.
Although you do not know what "8" or "PUII" is, you know they are
different for they are associated with different stimuli (Noble,
1952).

There are a number of useful generalizationsin the psycho-
logical literature that have relevance for this kind of learning:

a. Meaningfulness facilitates the learning of stimulus-response
pairs (Hunt, 1959; llarleston & Cunningham, 1961).

b. In a paired-associate learning task, the facilitative effects
of meaningfulness are greater the more meaningful the response
members (hunt, 1959; Harleston & Cunningham, 1961).

c. There is backward learning. During the foruare acquisition
of "A then B," the association, "8 then A," is also being formed
(Murdock, 1956, 1958; Feldman g! Underwood, 1957).



d. Object-word learning is faster and produces fewer errors

than word-word learning (timer & Lambert, 1959).

e. Serial learning is most difficult in the m'ddle of the list.

This may be an artifact of this learning procedure. Also it

may produce artificial learning. On the other hand it is useful

in providing an opportunity for differentiation.

2. Development of meaning.

We are indebted to Osgool for a very provocative model for the

development of meaning proper. The major mechanism in this model
is a somewhat vaguely defined process of mediation through asso-
ciation. It is a model which suggests that meaning is an implicit

response. Thus Osgood states (1954, p. 127):

n
... .Total stimulation from the object (§) elicits a complex

set of reactions (11T); in the case of the baby's bottle, these
reactions would include sucking, salivating, swallowing, and
so forth. The distal stimuli (a)) which regularly antedate
or accompany total stimulation from the object will tend to

evoke some reduced portion of this total behavior as a repre-
sentational mediation process (rm); in the present instance,
sight of the bottle may produce anticipatory salivating and
lip-pursing movements. The self-stimulation (sm) arising from
the mediating reaction 3s the conscious awareness of meaning
and may become associated with various instrumental sequences
(Rx), such as reaching forward with the hands, vocalizing, and
so forth (e.g., encoding mechanisms).

"Distal cues (perceptual signs) bear a necessary and
inevitable physical relation to the objects they represent- -
not the arbitrary, assigned significance characteristic of
most linguistic signs, Since the distal cues of common objects
appear 3n a variety of context--at various angles of regard,
under various illuminations, at varying distances, and so on --
but antedating the same behavioral object, these modes of
appearance become a class of signs having the same significance.
This Is the phenomenon of perceptual constam, and it is only
one instance of the intimate relation between perceptual and
meaningful processes."
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osgood's model for the development of meaning has inspired
a number of experimental studies whose results have increased the
usefulness of the model.



Staats and Staats y in a series of studies (Staats, Staats,

Heard, 1959; Staats, Staats, h 'liras, 1959), have demonstrated that

the evaluative meaning of a word can be changed by pairing it

either with words of positive or words of negative evaluative

meaning. Further, they have demonstrated that synonyms of the

words conditioned also change in evaluative meaning. (This

latter phenomenon is an instance of mediated generalization, of

which we will have more to say later.)

Extending the mediation model to second language learning,

Osgood proposes that, in fact, two different language systems

can emerge.

1. Compound language system: Here two sets of linguistic signs

come to be associated with the same set of representational
mediation processes (meanings) and the same set of representa-

tional mediation processes come to be alternatively associated

with two sets of linguistic responses.

Sign 122212222atia Response

house house house

maison house maison

2. Coordinate language system: true bilingualism.

house house house

maison maison maison

In the typical classroom situation of second language learning,
everyone goes through the compound system, though in varying

degrees. With increased proficiency (some argue that this is
realized only by direct acculturation) one moves to the coordinate

language system.

Besides the formation of associations, language learning requires
the development of sets. The concept of set has had a stormy and
controversial history in psychology, chiefly pivoting around the
explanation of the phenomenon,

Hilgard (1957) defines set as a preparatory adjustment or readi-
ness for a particular kind of action or experience. Hence, sets are

learned. The evidence for their development is pervasive and convincing.
Sets have been demonstrated to operate in problem-solving situations,
motor performance situations, and, of course, situations involving
language and verbal man4pulat;on.

Sets may be facilitative or interfering. tvith reference to

language learning, the ones I have in mind are facilitative, although
they may produce classical errors.

-39-



Following Usgood's choice of terms, the sets developed can be
called:

1, ordering sets (noun followed by verb)

2. extension sets (cat-cats, dog-dogs)

3. congruence sets (singular-singular, plural-plural)

You may want to protest that these are quite ad hoc formulations,
and the protest would be valid. And yet, the fact that the child can
and does apply such sets to new words, including artificial words, and
that he makes errors when confronted with syntactic irregularity offers
some measure of independent validation. Further, there are data from
the study of both English and French which reflect the operation of such
sets and their development as language proficiency increases.

For example, Lambert (1956a, 1956b, 1956c), in an extensive
investigation of the language behavior of undergraduate and graduate
students studying French, and native French speakers, found that as
sophistication in the language increased, the frequency of appearance
of the habitual word order of that language increased: He found that
the number of adjective responses to noun stimuli increased with
increased experience with French.

The question of the nature
English has been the basis of a
results of these studies nermit
1960):

of associations to verbal stimuli in
number of investigations. The principal
the following generalizations (Andreas,

1. Some words have extremely high transitional probabilities, i.e.,
for many words, virtually everyone will give the same association.

2. Speed of association is directly correlated with frequency.

3. The most frequent types of associations are coordinates (table-chair)
and opposites (black-white).

4. Context influences associations. Perhaps from the point of view of
language learning this is the most significant generalization. In one
study, Howes and Osgood (Osgood, 1954, p. 117) investigated the effect
of context on associations to words. The subjects were presented with
four words in sentience, and asked to respond to the fourth word with the
first word that came to mind. With this design the experimenters could
study the effect of context on association and the extent to which the
separation of words would affect context and associations. They found
that the associations given did depend upon context, and that the
capacity of a word as context to influence the response decreased as
its distance from the response increased.

Another approach to this question of context was pursued by
MacCorquodale, et al. ( usgood, 1954, pp. 117-118). Subjects were pre-
sented one of two sentences, and asked to fill in the missing word.



a. The children noticed that the snow was beginning to hide
the ground as they got out of

b. The children noticed that the snow was beginning to blanket
the ground as they got out of

The response, school, was given more often when the first sentence was
read, and the response, bed, was given more often when the second
sentence was read.

These studies point to the development of sets, of dispositions
to percei,7e and react. of course, a set may produce incorrect responses,
e.g., "go," "goed." The irregularities in languages are not facilitated
by such sets, for they do not fit any one form. flow, then, does the
individual learn to handle such irregularities? He does so by increased
repetition of them as irregularities. And he gets this repetition
every time he makes a mistake, for we correct errors produced by an
incorrect set. on the basis of this analysis, incidentally, one would
predict that those instances of irregularities involving words with
high frequency of usage, would be learned as irregulars more quickly
and show less effect of set, A cute experiment could be designed to
check on this. Teach subjects nonsense words for various irregular
verbs, then have him create other tenses of the words. We would
predict greater inter-subject agreement for those nonsense words
associated with high frequency than for those associated with low
frequeyacy irregular words.

Our second broad "uestion was, What factors influence language
learning and performance? What do ease variables mean and how can
they be manipulated?

My answer embraces some four or five concepts. These area

1. Repetition

2. Generalization

3. Interference

4. Reinforcement and motivation

A. Re etition or practice is a key concept in any learning theory.
While for may theorists its role is seen as that of strengthening
associations, some theorists, notably Estes (1960), argue that the role
of practice is to provide repeated opportunities for the formation of
an association between a stimulus pattern and the response.

This latter view is of particular significance in emphasizing
that the stimulus is, in a sense, always changing. Or, to put it
another way, the stimulus at any given time is a sample of a larger
pattern. What is useful in this emphasis is the possibility of subtle
variation in the stimulus, for there is subtle variation in language
stimuli. There are nuances in meanings that make one word slightly



different from another and more appropriate in a particular context.
In short then, what I derive from this emphasis is that indeed there
should be repetition in language learning, but there should be
repetition in a variety of contexts, so that the full meaning of the
stimulus is obtained.

B. Generalization.

Training on a particular stimulus increases the probability of
similar responses being made to similar stimuli. This phenomenon is
known as generalization. Broadly speaking, we can identify two Linds
of generalization.

1. Physical stimulus generalization. Here generalization results
from similarity based upon structure, spatial arrangement, intensity
variations, etc. In langucge learning examples of opportunities for
generalization of this sort are found in the following:

papier (paper)

table (table)

enfant (infant; this is a good example of a poor or
incorrect generalization)

2. The other kind of generalization is mediated stimulus generalization.
Here generalization results from similarity of meanings. We referred
earlier to the Staats, Staats, h Heard (1959) study showing generaliza-
tion of this sort. Two other studies of interest in this context areworth reporting. In one of these, Mednick & Freedman (1960) had
subjects learn a paired-associates list of nouns and adjectives. Thelist was so constructed that 4 of the 12 stimuli used were paired with
responses which had relevance to a common concept, e e soft, white.After learning the paired associates, the subjects were required to go
through the 12 stimulus words and group them into three concept cate-
gories, giving adjectives appropriate for describing them. They found
that the words which had responses bearing upon a single concept were,indeed, grouped together, and the appropriate concept for this grouping
was learned more quickly than the two other concepts. It is inferred
that the more rapid acquisition results from mediated generalization;all four responses suggested the same meaning, and the stimuli associatedwith these responses were thus linked to this common meaning.

A somewhat different ar zoach was used by Buss (1961), who investi-gated mediated stimulus generalization. The degree to which a list of146 words had an aggressive connotation was determined. Four groups ofsubjects were then conditioned to respond in a particular way to 20 ofthe most aggressive, and 4 groups were conditioned to respond to 20 ofthe least aggressive words. All subjects were then tested to determinethe extent to which they would respond to the remaining 126 wordscovering the entire aggression scale in the same manner in which theyresponded to the training words. Buss found generalization from intense



to mild and from mild to intense, i.e., the extent to which subjects
responded in like manner decreased as the differences in intensity
between test and training words increased.

There is then, as a part of language learning, generalization.
This is true for both first and second language learning. While generali-
zation may facilitate, it may also interfere. It seems to me that a
critical part of language teaching would be careful programming so as
to maximize facilitative transfer.

C. Int,rference

This principle is a basic one in the psychology of learning. It
has been invoked to conceptualize both task difficulty and forgetting.
Basically, interference refers to response competition. If a response
has been associated with a given stimulus, interference is present
when one attempts to associate another response with that stimulus.
The amount of interference increases as sim'larity between the two
responses decreases (Besch & Reynolds, 1958).

In translating from English to, say, French, the ng1i&
elicits a meaning which in turn elicits both the English and the French
responses. Since the English is dominant, it competes, making trans-
lation difficult.

One might wonder how we ever learn, then, to use another language.
une answer, of course, is that by repetition we strengthen both responses
so the stimulus comes to elicit both. Another answer is what may be
called the atmosphere or cueing effect; this is analogous to the
stimulus and its varied meanings. We rely upon environmental cues in
language behavior, and these cues provide an atmosphere effect, which
is a part of the stimulus. In an atmosphere of translating in French,
other phrases involving the response come to mind. We can then take
the response out of such a phrase for use in the present situation.
This view argues, incidentally, for learning the language in the
cultural milieu. (The fact that this may not be practical is irrelevant
here.)

Interference, then, ;s virtually inevitable in second language
learning because of the first language, and to program teaching so that
interference is renimized is a real challenge.

D. Reinforcement and motivation.

Much is made of the powerful role of reinforcement in learning.
The presence of reinforcement--which stresses the importance of the
consequences of actions in determ'ning whether actions are repeated- -
is assumed to be a necessary condition for continuing to react;
some theorists believe reinforcement i s essential for the acquisition
of responses. The opportunities for and instances of reinforcement
during first language learning are many (Brown & Dulaney, 1958).



1. Engaging in language behavior helps one to realize his needs--
you get what you want by communicating. (It is assumed that
the absence of this demand for the later children in a family
accounts for their learning to speak more slowly than first
children.)

2. Parental approval

3. Control over environment

4. Opportunity to explore and satisfy curiosity

The operation of these factors is less probable in second
language learning. This is because another language is available,
and because the learning of the second language may not be perceived
as producing these effects.

These facts raise, then, a very interesting question. What condi-
tions of reinforcement can be effectively manipulated to produce and
maintain second language learning? It is suggested that the following
possibilities are worth exploring.

1. Manipulate the exploration value of the second language. This can
be done better with children; honlr.e ;1' 45 rpport for LES pzz,i;rams.

2. Condition attitudes. This may be tantamount to changing the
"meaning" of language learning; its purpose would be to make the
learning of a language a positive activity.

3. Strengthen and make more positive first language learning. This
suggestion underscores the hypothesis that level of interest and per-
formance in one's first language are major determinants of second
language interest and performance.
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ONTOG..LIL;TIC LOillt.',1;r2 OF 144'1.11GUial.;

Lam.:,ua_e is a uniquely hunan capacity. Although beescan indicate by u dance the direction and distance of a fieldof flowers (Von Frisch, 1950), and most animals can communi-cate emotions, only man uses verbal symbols of objects andrelations. Because linguists have eml.hasized the communicativefunction of language so exclusively, wo tend to forget that,like other animals, we also use it to express fooling tone("Ouch!" "My God!"). Furthermore, we use it for solvingabstract problems that could never be handled in any excepta symbolic way (e.g., mathematical problems), as well asconcrete problems, for which language is a short-cut. Thatthe whole organism, its emotional as well as its cognitivesides, Is involved in the language process is clear fromobservations on both animal and human subjects. Lowrer (1950)found that parrots and mynah birds learn to talk only when agreat deal of time and attention on the part of the teacheris devoted to the training process, and clinicians haverepeatedly reported on the detrimental effects of lack ofaffection on the language development of children. Church(1961, pp. 5, 60-61) argues that the child's first approachto language is physiognomic and that in a global sort of wayhe learns to understand a person, not the words said.
As in all psychological processes, both biological endow-ment aid environmental stimulation are involved in languagedevelopment. First a basic neuromuscular capacity must bepresent and at an appropriate level of development; beforeapproximately one year, no child has the biological structuresrequired for speech. find unless the child has a. minimalintellectual endowment, he never talks.

Secondly, speech is first an aural-oral process, and adeaf or hard-of-hearing child learns to talk only as a resultof artificial teaching techniques. It is probable that thekinesthetic experience coming from his own speech activitiesis also important, but this is harder to demonstrate.
But given the biological endowment, the language processdoes not develop without stimulation from the environment. Allbabies vocalize spontaneously at an early age, but their reper-toire of sounds is at first small, gradually becoming largerand more clearly differentiated (Lynip, 1951). Church (1961,p. 80) thinks that the order in which vocal sounds mature andappear in the baby's vocalizations is the same regardless oflinguistic or racial background. But to turn these sounds intolanguage requires both an example and (probably) a warm emo-tional tie to the adult users of the language being learned.
The Original Lord Game (Brown, 1956, pp. 2E4-295) involvesa person who knows the particular patterns of verbal symbolscalled 4ngliah (French, German, etc.), and a naive subject.



The tutor repeats sounds in the pattern arpropriate to the
lanolage being used in the context of various behaviors and
objects, so that (1) the subject gradually learns that cer-
tain verbal patterns appear in association with certain objects,
acts, and relations (eateGories), (2) he is rewarded for the
(approximately) correct reproduction of those patterns (some
of the reward may be merely the satisfaction that cones fron
mastery of the pattern), and (3) the subject is stimulated to
got an enormous amount of practice, sc that his production of
the sounds matches more and more closely that of the teacher.

Language learning involves two sides: passive (receptive,
recognitive) and active (productive, use). The former comes
first temporally, and the tern refers to the understanding of
words spoken (later, reLd), although the subject cannot himself
produce the words. It is likely that ut the st rt the child
has no conception of the relation between the spoken sound
and the object or behavior. Neumann (1902) reports that his
son who had learned to point to the window on being asked,
"Uo ist das Fenster?" did equally well when asked "tNL eat la
fengtre?" or There is the window?" And he still pointed to
the window when asked lq.o ist die Tur?" Once the idea of a
relation between sound patterns and things, between verbali-
zations and the possibility of controlling the environment by
the verbal technique, has soaked in, the Lord Game progresses
rapidly. Evidence indicates (Kellogg & Kellogg, 1933, pp.295-
296) that despite reward and punishment for correct and
incorrect choices, after 100 trials a 17 month-old child had
not learned to fetch the correct object of three similar
objects when ho heard the name alone and could not see the
speaker. Yet this child could already obey correctly some
50 spoken requests. This suggests that the association of
sounds and objects is dependent in the early stages upon
subsidiary cues and probably most particularly upon the child's
own actions in respect to the object. This is a problem
which calls for research.

Over a period of time the child builds up a repertoire of
phonemes, gradually emphasizing those of his mother tongue;
it is probable that he cannot imitate a word until he has
spontaneously produced all the phonemes of which it is composed
(Lewis, 1936, p. 170 ff.). Young children often produce sounds
not used in the mother tongue and conversely they may be unable
to produce some particularly difficult sound until the age of
five or six years. Chen and Irwin (1946) and Irwin's (1947)
work show that at the age of six months the American baby can
produce on the average 12.3 phonemes (7.1 of the vowel-type,
5.2 of the consonant-type) compared to the 9 vowels, vowel
diphthongs, and 23 consonants of adult American speech
(Bloomfield, 1933, p. 91); at 30 months the mean number of
phonemes is 27.2. Like adults they do not correctly identify
the sounds they make themselves although they may discriminate
the sounds made by others. (E.g., A child calls "flail,"
"fis," but becomes indignant if the parent says "fis.")



It must be recognized that a young child bets an enor-mous amount of active practice (as many as 15,000 words maybe used by a 3 year-old in one day; LcCurthy, 1954, 1- 542 f.)plus all the passive Iractice he gets from hearing adults talkto each other us tell as to him.

then one trios to describe the characteristics of childlanguage and the way it changes uith time, one faces manydifficulties. For examile, in trying to trace the growth ofvocabulary, how do we decide what to call a "word"? If achild knows both "sit" and "sat" does he know one word or two?The result of such difficulties of definition is that thereis great disagreement in the figures reported by differentInvestigators, but in general they agree that the size of achild's vocabulary increases as a function of time in anS-shaped manner, very small increments being added at thestart, then increments of increasing size, which appear toreach their maximum between 24 and 36 months, and finallya gradual slowing, down, as the groat majority of useful wordsfor everyday conmunicution is learned (Smith, 1926). It isprobable that the growth of vocabulary continues during theindividual's whole life time, though at a constantly decele-rating rate.

One characteristic of early language is agreed upon;the very first words used meaningfully are holoaxases. Bycontext and intonation, gestures and facial expresSion, the12 to 1C month-old makes "milk" mean "I am hungry," "I upsetthe milk glass," "Give me more milk," etc. Only slowly doeshe construct patterns of words in which the word element isa removable and modifiable part of the total. Aarly phrases,commonly used, are experienced as totals "all gone" becomesawgone" and is understood as one unit.

then the child grasps the basic idea of language--thatall objects have names, that verbal patterns can refer toabsent objects, and hence that a verbal production may controlthe behavior of the environment--the child's vocabularyincreases rapidly. This is the period of constant "tthat's dat?"questions, and continual verbalization both to other peopleand as an accompaniment to solitary pla7. Such early languageis, of course, concrete and closely tie4 to the real world ofthings and action. The young child is a pragmatist, and hisearly definitions are in terms of use: a chair is to sit on.Slowly, however, the structure of the language and its abstractnature are appreciated, and his definitions become explanationsor the giving of synonyms (Feifel & Lorge, 1950).

Several factors besides chronological age influence therate of development and the gradual achievement of the adultcharacteristics of speech. Intelligence has already beenmentioned; typically the bright child talks earlier and betterthan the average, and the dull or Teeble-minded child alwayshas a small vocabulary and uses wortds in a simple and immaturemanner.



.nurly stu6lee indicated that spoke earlier, note,
and more correctly than boys, but the riore adequately con-
trolled recent evidence sur:u,ests that the differences are
ellijt, co a lerLe extent dependent on the kind of uaterial
uses :i (elLich detort,inos interest) and probably chiefly reflect
the zirli, sliht L:enerel acceleration ie develoluent
(1.cOarthy, 1954, Pp. 577-5L1; Tenplin, 1957).

First children tend to talk sooner and better than later
ch116ren in a fanily, perhaps because of the Greater adult
attention and the more mature patterns rresented, but this
ac ventaL,e disupieers witli age. Twins or triplets speak later
than the averese probably because of the ease of nonverbal
cornunication betveen identical asre-netes in the same environ-
ment (EcCarthy, 1954, pp. 590-591).

As would be expected, the socioeconomic level of the
child's family is an imIortant variable. Not only do parents
fro;- higher socioeconorlic levels depend none on lan3uage them-
selves, but they tend to place a higher valuation on fluent
speech and besides setting an examile, reward speech production
more highly than parents of a lover socioeconomic level
(EcCarthy, 1954, pp. 5t6-5E7).

A final environmental factor that is of special concern
to us is the effect of bilinoualistl. ;,hat is the influence
on tile size of vocabulary, the correctness of speech, etc.,
of hearinL; two lanoua:;es ircra infancy: Unfortunately there
are reletively few st,ucies, ano in meny cases the effects of
bilinisue.lisn are contaninLted by other fectors (e.g., socio-
econol.lic level), but the evidence sucsests (LcCarthy, 1954,
Ir. 591-594) that (1) vocabulary in both lan&laces is con-
siderably reeuced comiared to the norm, (2) there is a tendency
for bilinsual children to score slichtly beim- the norm on
intolliGence tests, especially of the verbal tyle, (3) bright
children handle the irobleme joseu by bilin,y,ualisu uore easilythan avcrae or dull children, (4) bilingualism is a handicap
to the child's school acjustment ane acadeleic achieveeentbut (5) pronunciation is saterior when a lanaage is learned
at an early ace. leOartily (1c;.'34, /. 594) points out, in
this day of rapiC trensportetion, frequent international
contacts in both business anc Lovernment, and many familiesin a government service which takes then abroad for extended
periods, lie need much more and much more precise informationabout these problems.

One proble:1 of G.,eeat concern to anthrorolosists andling-Asts as well as psycholoejsts is the relation betl%een
lanr2uae anc] the outer worle. :sherf (1956, pp. 233-245) holdsthat the lincJies,ic rattern use by a peol.le detemines theway in which they perceive the work:, anC in a somewhat less
6o:eletie eey 6apir (1921, n. 3-23) aL-,rees. Others hold thatall tootle Ierceive the concrete aspects of the world in thesane manner, and any lanGua3o is simply a unique coding device
for referring 'Go and classifying these characteristics.



6everal experiwental studies of the question (Brown, 1956,
p1.. 291-295; Brown Lenneberg, 1954; Carroll & Casagrande,
195t) indicate that the language spoken certainly tends to
influence the manner in which Ieople classify objects of the
environnent, but results are not entirely univocal. Usually
when the unnoticed aspect of the stimulus is called to the
attention of a speaker of another language, he also can make
the required perceptual distinctions. In other words, people
discriminate those aspects of the environment that are of
practical importance to them, and frequency of contact and
need to communicate make then develop specific words for
referring to such environmental characteristics. However,
it will usually be found that although another language may
not offer specific terms for those details, phrases or cir-
cumlocutions can be found to refer to them in a meaningful
way.

The development of language by children is such a uni-
versal phenomenon that the very real psydhological comllexi-
ties involved are often overlookec. Any normal child,
regardless of his racial heredity, can learn to speak any
language "without an accent" if put into the proper environ-
ment soon enough. Lith practice he not only repeats what he
hears, but also reorganizes the elements of the language so
as to say things that have never been said before, using the
grammatical structure appropriate to the language being spoken.
Certainly a theory of rote learning is quite inadequate to
explain this development, but how it does come about is not
well understood, and there are many challenging questions
that call for study. The following come to mind:

1. Lhat is the best way of reinforcing a child for his suc-
cessive approxiriations to a correct production of phonemes?
To the correct use of words? Are such reinforcements funda-
mentally different in first and in second language learning?

20 Is learning, the mother tongue dependent on making muscular
movements (other than those of the parts of the body involved
in speaking)? Could second language learning be speeded up
by incorporating more (non-vocal) motor behavior along with
speech?

3. At what age can a vocal pattern be attached to an object
without any context of an expressive type? Is this related
to evidence that perception (visual) is dependent on motor
activity?

14.. Can an infant imitate vocal sounds which he has not pro-
duced spontaneously? Is this question relevant to second
language learning?

5. Is there any way of testing the hypothesIs that there is
a "critical period" for learning the first language? Is there
any age at which the learning of the second language is par-
ticularly easy? particularly hard?



6. Is there a sex difference in the ease of learning a second
language? Ire there i6entifiable personality traits that are
related to sex and lfl.nguaL,e learning?

7. that is the optimum number of children in a class learning
a second language? (Twins and triplets learn the first
language more slowly than singletons; would tutoring (1 child,
1 teacher) be the ideal arrangement at grade school level?)

8. All children with normal ICS and hearing learn to talk.
that is a "language block"? that are the characteristics of
children who learn a second language particularly easily or
with particular difficulty?

9. Lhat teaching techniques are most effective in teaching
a child to hear sounds? to reproduce then?

10. Lhat is the developmental sequence of the concrete-
abstract diension in first language learning? Is this sequence
relevant to second languaj;e learning? Lould, e.g., informa-
tion about a child,'s level of categorizing and generalizing
ability give us information regarding the best method of
presentinc, the second languaL;o?

11. that is the Fat ern of development of tie child's choices
of categories - color, form, number, etc.? If a fairly
general developmental sequence appears to occur, would it
have any significance for second language learning?

12. Lily are synonyms and antonyms confused? Is this related
to perceptual difficulties?

13. Of what significance are personal affective relations
between teacher and pupil in second language learning?
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SEMANTIC AND SYNTACTIC DEVELOPMENT

Developmental psychologists have studied language learn-
ing in the past as described in the preceding section. Only
recently have they moved into aspects of language learning
requiring greater linguistic sophistication. These aspeote
cover what is popularly conceived as grammar: morphology and
syntax. These are the aspects of language which permit the
child to create truly new utterances.

The two questions to be asked are 1) when do children
learn the unstated rules of grammar of their native language?
and, 2) how do children learn these rules?

Observers have noted the errors of children as evidence
of the implicit formulation of a grammatical rule. "I good"
tells us much more about the child's learning than does the
correct form, since the incorrect form is unlikely to be a
simple imitation. The child who says, "The mouses are in their
houses," is telling us something of the same sort. In diaries
of child language this type of evidence from spontaneous ut-
terances helps localize the rule being used by the child with-
out requiring the child to verbalize the rule.

The limitations of naturalistic observational methods
have been described before. Leopold (1937) deplores the qual-
ity of most diaries of child development, particularly in the
area of language development, because of the Poor linguistic
background of the diarists. While Leopold's work on his own
bilingual child is highly illuminating, the remarkably few
errors made by the child, plus the added vroblem of bilingual
development give us little normative data for judging the man-
ner of learning grammar.

Jean Berko's (1958) experiment with preschool and first
grade subjects attempts to discover how well young children
know certain rules of morphology, pluralization possession,
verb and adjective inflection, and some derivational forms,
Her technique is as important as her findings. She showed pic-
tures to children of objects or persons labelled with non-
sense words. The subject's answers to questions about the
objects or persons with nonsense labels required the use of
inflections, derivations and compounds built onto the nonsense
words. In all the cases Berko used, young children tended to
regularize irregular forms or to use the commonest form. By
skillful sampling of stem words, Berko also found that child-
ren's improper regularization of words occurred even when the
child had a correct model from which to extrapolate. It would
appear that the most regular forms, being moat frequent and
therefore overlearned, provide the basic first rules for the
creation of new utterances. This finding appears to hold for



syntax as well as for morphology; it holds in Wolfle's study(see Miller, pp. 193-195) of morphology of artificial lan-guages as well.

Again and again, the role of frequency and overlearningas the basis of extrapolation to new utterances appears in theliterature. It would thus appear that to produce efficient
second language learning, we should try to provide a parallel
language "bath" for overlearning unless we assume thgt com-
pound language learning works advantageously. How to accom-plish this without long years of exposure is the language
teacher's problem. Here he trades on the maturational advan-
tage of the older second language learner. Still, we can
surmise that the mature second language learner cannot avoidthe necessity for repetition and overlearning.

Block and Trager (1942) outline five kinds of morpho-
logical change in English: affixation (ful ending on nouncreates an adjective: care---careful; JLE on an adjective createsan adverb: careful---carefully); internal change (belief -believe) suppletion (entire base change: go-went); reduplica-tion (papa, booboo); and zero modification (one sheep-two
sheep). These are all areas of morphological learning thatcould be studied in English-speaking children, using the methodof Berko,

What of syntax? Good psychological studies of syntacti-
cal knowledge of children are generally recent. From the
earlier work of Heider and Heider (1940) we have evidence
that children's sentences go from holophrastic sentences tophrases to simple sentences and then to the compound and com-plex sentence. The child is 10 or 11 before the compound formsovertake the simple in frequency. Linguists have renorted
this kind of sequence in languages other than English.

In Englist., sentence construction in oral language
particularly in speech addressed to children - is generally
actor-action construction. This is "the favorite sentencetype of English" according to 'Bloch and Trager (1942). It istypically this kind of sentence which is involved in English
gobbledygook. The predictability of syntax and the cues insmall function words help the listener to define new elements
in utterances from context.

Porter (See Berko and Brown, 1960) asked a group of child-ren between 7 and 13 years and a group of adults to find theword in some nonsense sentences analogous to a verb in a simpleactoraction sentence. His purpose was to extract the cuesused by these subjects in identifying the verb. Children use
position, disregarding other cues; adults use position also,but can make use of form ending. The actor-action sequenn
function is the most regular, most frequent construction, zt,that any new English utterance is most probably decodable by
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position cues. Of interest is the finding that lexical
moaning was used least; form /roperties aysear more comsel-
ling than Iroperties of moaning.

That form iroperties are learned quite well by young;
children is suggested by some recent studies. Roger Brown
(1956) has found that 3 to 5-year-olds have begun already to
identify verbs, yarticular nouns, and mass nouns. lie found
this by the intriguing technique of asking his subjects to
identify a sicture from a group of /ictures which showed

some-x and the x, x being a nonsense syllable. Ton
of the Traildren chose a picture of movegelent when Brown
used the nonsense word as a verb form; 11 of 16 sicked out a
picture of a discrete object for his larticular noun; and
12 of 16 ricked out an extendinz substance for his mass noun.
Dot all of the children have extraiolated (imilicitly, of
course) the rules for these form classes, yet all children
at 3 to 5 use these form classes quite well. how tae child
differentiates these fora-- classes us larLs of the i.hrase
wholes he sleaks is the interesting question. Carroll (1955)
assumes he extracts the common irojerties from a tremendous
number of phrase wholes he has learned. If we ever achieved
such high level abstractions in a isychological experiment
with young, children, we would be amazed. Yet, because of the
higher lotency of life's reinforcement of child language and/or
the very high frequency of language trials, the child rather
quickly achieves this high-level abstraction and learns to
talk like those around him.

Brown used these same children to test whether children
of 3 to 5, in free association, followed the association
pattern of adults. Eost adults associate a resionse of the
same form class as the stimulus. Brown found that subjects
who used the form classes correctly in the experiment described
above, tended to be those who free associated 1.ith resionses
of the proper form class ("homogeneously," to use Brown's
term).. The rank-order correlation between the two weasures
was 4../.4. 1.5rvin (6ee 3erko ez Brown, 1960), earlier, had found
that almost half of a semi le of kindergarten and first grade
children gave noun resionses to noun stimuli in free associa-
tion. Four of five sixth graders achieve the adult lattern of
homogeneous association. Young children give more ihruse
responses than do older children.

A new apiroach to chilc.ren's syntax, following the method
of the linguist, is being tried currently by Brown and his
co-uorkers at E,I.T. The aim is (unpublished resort) to get
a sequential record of early speech, in the same manner as
the linguist obtains a corpus from an informant, From this
record, the investigator learns what the sequences in a child's
speech are, and eventually, what the child's imilicit rules
are. Brown has described a large set of utterances by a 25i
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month-old child, usini recurrent initial words to define
classes of utterances available to the child. lie has described
seven classes of utterances, those following: that, there,
see, is, 0 (no uord), the, a. sissociated with taese initial
Utterances is a small group of nouns. bee, is the only exylie.tverb form, other than the utterance "that goini" in the samyle
of utterances described in the preliminary results. \chile
this method of gatherinE (data is exceedingly time-consuming,it could provide us with the best data for ansuering the tuo
questions raised ut the beginning, of this laper: Lhen do
children learn grammatical rules and how do they learn them?

1 recent doctoral study by Iaula I..enyuk (1961) undertakesto describe the structure of the language of a sample of nur-sery school and first crude children, and to study the changes
associated with maturation. henyuk's purpose is to yu;.;
Chomsky's model of syntactic structure to work in an effort
to characterize child language. Chomsky's technique, as
described by 1,Lenyuk, is to develop a sequontiul description
of sentence structure of the changesboth structural and
morphologicalrequire& to create new sentences from basic
sentence structure.

Chomsky's Baas three levels: 1) I:arose structure,
2) transformation, and 3) morpnology. zach level has sets
of rules vdtion permit tne creation of new sentences at that
level. Chomsxy assumes the simple active-declarative sentenceprovides the first forms for sentences from which luter formsare deriveci. The second level involves more complex sentencesbased on transformational rules. The third level involves
the sequences of morphophonemic or inflectional rules.

ii.enyuk has studied the speech of a sample of very brightchildren, recorded in four situations: 1) spontaneous speechto the Blaeky Fictures, a popular projective technique,
readily usable with children; 2) conversation purposefully
generated between the examiner and the child during the admin-instration of the test; 3) conversation during peer interactionof three children, role-playing as a mother, father and child;and 4) classroom conversation and syeech.

The fascinating results of lienyuk's study are that uniquestructures, not reflecting structures used by adults, are asurprisingly small yurt of children's syeee:1 by 3 yearsE. months (the average of her younger group:). till the basicstructures adults use are already present in the speech ofnursery school children, and are still being practiced andacquired at the first grade level. (The same child may say"I wanted" and "I washted".)
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Eaturation ail-ears to bo the most imiortant variable
associated with increased usage of syntactic structures,
neither I.%4. nor sex being significant in Kenyuk's sample.
More first graders use the passive, the auxiliary have, the
conjunctions if and so, and nominalize correctly than do nur-
sery school children. However, significantly less than 100 go
of first grade children have learned most of these structures.
Summarizing, ienyuk retorts a trend from omission in both
thrall° structure and morihology (he wash) to redundancy
(he washted, the childrens), withecreasing fluctuation as
maturation advances until usage of unique structures is
elimincted.

Since Eenyukts careful analysis covers more than £500
taped sentences ilus more than 1000 sentences in the class-
room, the results deserve attention, not only for what they
toll us about a sample of bright children, but also for what
they tell us of a new method of analysis based on Cnomskyls
model. Menyuk .laps to extend her analysis to younger children.
Such information is needed to localize and describe :lore
closely tae evolution of the transformational and inflectional
rules.

The highly structured studies of Berko, Brown, and lorter
suggest that form class conceits are available to young
children. Of interest here is a study by 14erner and Aailan
(1950) which suggests that when word meanings, are gleaned from
verbal context, form class cues are not used as one might
exiect. Context arrears to be overiowering. Lerner 6c #.aplan
used 5 grouts of subjects at yearly intervals between Lt and
13 years of age. Twenty-five children at each age level
were given sets of sentences with a nonsense word embedded.
After each sentence the child attempted a definition. The
nonsense word is rerouted through an entire set of sentences,
each sentence giving, of course, more cues as to meaning. An
example from their ruler is us follows:

1. If you eat well and slooi well, you will hudray.

2. Mrs. Smith wanted to hudray her family.

3. Jane had to hudray the cloth so that the dress would
fit Mary.

4* You hudray what you know by reading and studying.

5. To hudray the number of children in the class there must
be enough chairs.

6. You must have enough siace in the bookcase to hudray your
library.



These averaze children showed soxe curious retilods of
defining. First, the '.:ore: stood for the whole sentence.
Next, the word bm..ne the whole sentence, overlouerin6 tho
context, as it iere. Then, there is holoyhrastic exiansion,
Iluralized moaning, from sentence to sentence, generalization
by juxtaposition to parts of the sentence and chaining. The
10i year-old shows a drop in sentence distortion, but the
ire-10i-year-old's attemit to extract meaning is marked by
the violence of his hancling the grammatical structure of the
sentence. lbhile Brown assumes this is a function of memory
span differences between children unc: adults, the sentences
were available to the children for check 6urinz the 'recess
of defining. Brown suggests tnat Lerner Elm: Kaplan's lord
Context Test Iroduces verbal behavior that is similar to that
of second language learning from context. If this is so, it
al-pears to be a grossly inefficient process, since the chile's
methods are poor ones until fairly late: 10i to ll Sears.

There are some questions we have been skirting in this
seminar which have aiplication to the learning of a second
language. Implicit in much of the FLES literature is the
notion that second language learninc follows the pattern of
first language learning. In fact, some writers in the language
teaching field (Brooks, 1960) imply that seconei languages can
be taught with maximum effectiveness only if the method used
approximates the method of first language learning. This is
echoed in the suggestion of Osgood and rxvin (1954) that cloz-
dinato learning of two languages minimizes interference, wille
compounding maximizes interference. No isydhologist can hell
but respond with hearty endorsement of the FL:66 technique of
practicinG as mucn as yossible in the language to be learned
on the basis of simile iractice effects alone. There are,
however, some questions about the develoyment of intuitive
grammar that might be raisec.

Ve are agreed that learning that objects, qualities, etc.,
have names need not be relearned. The advantages of categori-
zation and the necessity of conceit-formation are already
built into the usual second language student through his
experience with the first lanEuage. Vhile a child formulates
his rules imp licitl in his first language, we have no evidence
that rules or rr nciples hinder second language acquisition.
1.e have ample evidence that learning of principles enhances
transfer value. that language teachers rrobably want is some
combination of "verbal bath" and rules, not no rules at all.
The curious wish that children snould use intuition to formu-
late rules rests on two assumptions current in some educa-
tional circles: That the rule built out of high frequency of
use will "stick" better, and that self-discovered rules are
"better" than teacher-uncovered rules. One should be able to
subject these assumrtions to test.
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How to anroximate high frequency of exIosure to'a second
language without living; in the culture is a question that
should be tackled. Needless to say, the l to 20-year learning
leriod for language learning cited by i Aller (1951) as the
norm for first languaE:e learning is rarely off. on to the second
language learner. liow to seed ul the irocess and develoi
raj idly some degree of verbal fluency in a second language
will require much more investigation. The hole of seminars
like ours is that now methods will not rex lace old ones only
as a new "fashion," but rather that the new assumltions and
new mothoCs will irovide hyTotheses for testing how children
learn and retain most readily.
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P6Y0110e,LTRIC6 IN SECOND LANGUID: Li-di!tNING

The psychometric problems in ascend language learning
are varied and largely unsolved. The 'resent paper is an
attempt to point out the pertinent areas of psychometrics,
to review progress in the field, and to suggest areas for
further study.

The science of psychometrics can serve the second
languace learning field in a number of ways. ost obvious
are tests of aptitude for second language learning am tests
of achievement once some program of second lun6usze instruc-
tion has be ©n instituted. In addition, psychometrics can
serve un important function in the overall evaluation of a
program of second language learning. Furthermore, it is
highly probable that it is in some of the subtle areas of
attitude measurement tha psychometrics can make u most valu-
able contribution. imch de/ends upon the aims oh' a program
or language instruction. A progra m whioh iv based upon signt-
reading skills in technical material must be evaluated quite
differently from one which atterlpts to touch cultural values.
It is also true that the psychometric tools for the evalua-
tion or a program must change when the p.rogram is built up on
tho view of language taken by a linguist rather than by a
classical grammarian.

liefore reviewin3 some of the specific psychometric devices
which aro available, it is important to recognize that any
psychometric device should possess four characteristics:
standardization, objectivity, reliability, and validity.

The standardization of a test implies that suitable
normative=grarraTable for the test. Few teacher -made
tests meet this criterion. Although a teacher may establish
norms for a given test, these norms are limited severely by
the students with whom the teacher has contact. In the
classroom situation the repetition of a test year after year
in order to establish norms loses additional problems.
Students, at any rate students beyond the primary gracos,
quickly learn the details of tests used in this buy. Certainly
the establishment or informal norms should be encouraged in
tho classroom, but it is not to be expected that the procedure
will roach the standards of a well-produced published test,

moons jublistied tests in the fiolu of seconc language
loarnirk; there are many tests, probably a majority, which
fail to reach the criterion oh' standardization. This is
unfortunate because it loaves the user of the test without
adequate moans for interpreting the tests' raw sooms. To befully userul, the manual of a test should include adequate and
suitable normative data. Ulan u student is said to be at the
.5th pereentile in his knowledge of French, the population
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with which he is being compared must be known, adequate, and
suitable. then a student is said to be ut the 9th grade
level in Sranish, more information about tho meaning of this
statement and how it was estubliehed must be available.

The objectivity of a test relates to the scoring Irooe-
dure for the test. The correct ansver to an iteri :rust be
known by the scorer in advance and should be such that, u/ on
rescorinc, the item uoulC always receive tho sume amount of
credit. No serious iroblem is encountered i.ith "objective
test items" such as true-false, tiultille-ehoice, etc. Alt
it is u iroblom to be considered carefully should the testing
involve the evaluation of tale-recordings or of classroom
erformance. isychenotricians desire objectivity in testirv;

however, the test maker must be ingenious enough not to let
this ,,oal distort the tyle of test iter.s considered lossiblo.
In the field of second ltuvuage learning, there is need for
a more creative type of item than currently is found, but
Which still meets the requirement of objectivityw-itous which
assess knowledge and skills of real importance. It is on
this ioint larticularly that the well-trained isycnometrician
and the language extort must get together.

The term reliability refers to a technical concoct which
involves tho ability or the test to measure consistently; it
is the stability of a measuring device. Obviously no
measuring device is very useful if it gives a variety of
answers to a single question. Test makers, in order to
assure reasonable reliability, must samrle tho abilities to
be assessed rather widely. They must tuke care with the many
details of the rhysical format of the testing yrocedure. The
testing must bo of sufficient length to remit a stable
measure. Reliability is exyressed by correlation coefficients
which should be reported in the test manual. It is osiecially
important that the tyke of pol-ulation on whits the reliability
was established be reported. If the /opulation is unduly
hoteroz;eneous, a suspiciously high reliability coefficient
can result.

It is generally agreed that tno validity of a test is its
most important characteris5ic. The validity of a test
expresses the extent to watch the toot measures what it is
supposed to measure. The validity of a test is also expressed
as a correlation coefficient: The correlation between the
scores on the test and some external measure of the question
which the test lurrorts to be answering. Any validity coef-
ficient is limit ©d by the reliability both of the test and
of the external criterion. AS often as not, the limiting
reliability coefficient is the one for the external criterion.
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ur4lor aubdivi6ed by psychc3tricILns !nto
rollowin: concurrent vulic7ity, iredietive vulieity,

construct vulic.ity rue° validity. namo imilics,
in conourront tle test is correlateC ulth somo ire-
sant assesaLent of a stu,_:ent's ability. ior oxamile, the
scores en OolleLe Bourc. zxamination ir. Franch mi6ht be
corrolated v.ith the student's hiLlt school French sours° crade,
ireeictive validity is :t correlation botvcon a iroson tots:;

tAnc... some future measureont of lorformucc. si41e extanile
wou.16 be the corrolation of the Oollo,,,o Ucere scores in Vrench
with subaequont actual :orformance in erich courses in colleLu.

Construct validity has a more syeclalized mounine to
rsyehometrists. Construct valieity is the extent to which a
homogeneous test moEsures the trait it rurports to measure
according to rsyeholocisal theory. a test is homooneous if
it measures one trait und is not contsnizuted. by the rresence
of measures of other traits. The trait t;1 1c1 a homocLoneous
test measures is actually altays in Isyehometrics theoreti-
cal construct. This is true becauso rsycholoGics1 conceyts
era not (iroctly observablo but must bo inferred from bohuvior.
loumples of such theoretical constructs roll TthicL Isychouo-
trists mi.;ht strive to clovolop honoGonoous tc3ts are: verbal
intelligence, anxiety, 4:.:nd introvorsion. In ascend lanL.,ue
lornine sue:! constructs 1::14;:.t be auditory aAntion slan,
cuiscit..! ror verbLa 21exibility, or insitnt Into oultural
connotation. The extent to uhici, a 1-kon!)vneous Nast of such

theoretical construct correlates uith SCNO axternal criterion
is tho tost's construct valiaity.

If a toct-makor seeks to maxtmize the ccr.str7.1ct val!.dity
of an instrunent, tho stet:; 1.ou3e. 'LC taken n the
development of the test. The abilit? or Lytftudo to be
measured itiot.d be selaratod into its comicnert larts; this is
most commonly ono by factor anulysis. Factor anelys:_s f.s a

irososs by which a cenylex or hetero-
geneous 7,rait may be subdivided into "factors" which are rela-
tively homogenous or 3 :c re" comForonts. rrooess is never
absolute; the factors a-4e alk uyG orly reLltildely homogenoous.
Houever in theory, the ability or &Ititude to bo assessed is
considered to have boon eivided into its lrircipd component
i arts; tosto ero then canstructd to meuvu:n ouch of these
Tarts. is Bally, the ability or ortituct,: Jr, measurod
coirylotoly by this soriti of howooenoous or iLetcr-rure sub-
tests. If La L.dequato external critorion car be found by uhich
t :13 success of this lrocodure can be moasure, its construct
vali6ity cm to ostabli:::hod.

One very 3:.ractical iroblom ust b conslereu. it sone-
tixes llurlons illat a ilc::.3L,eneous t(:st ulth -111:.;11 construct
validity fails to have .;s1 hi,sh IrceictIvo validity as somo



other instrument which suffers from too great hetorozeneity
in the eyes of certain ysychomotrists. This problem area is
one in which the teat mhkor or rsychometrioiun lay find himself
at odds with the exrert in the area being measured or assessed.
To use the area of a second languarie as an ox&ii:le, the isycho-
metrician nuy be deorly concerned with tho isolation of tho
rrinciial comyonent iurts of somo languuce ability, and he
may succeed very veil in devising testa to assess those comm
Tenant parte. The language oxiert, for curt, ma :.' desire

a test of artitue for second languazo learning, and ho may
judcu tho value of the test selel:' by its ability to iredict
success in secone lan6ua6e learning. Iwoh endeavor is clearly
important and desirable scientifically. But tho individuals
involved must be aware of the differences in their aims.

Face validity is actually not a technical conceit. It
simily nouns the extent to which the yerson who selects the
test or Cho person who takes the test is imIrossed that the
test at ears to be a valid instrument. J certain amount of
face validit:, is often required to have a test accorted and
used. There must be enough face validity to insure the coop-
eratIcn of the yersons taking the test. Obviously a test which
arrears trivial or irrelevant or which is insulting or threat-
ening fails to gain such cooreration. However, the problem
is sometimes an of posits one. A test may give every surface
indication of being a sound instrument without this being the
case. Iut simply, what makes an administrator or teacher
select a given test, or what secures the confidence of the
test taker may or may not be the relevant criterion in the
eyes of the rsychometrist. Face validity is needed, but it is
much loss important than the other forms of validity.

Arart from the four characteristics of a sound test
discussed above, a word should be said about tho construction
of individual test items, either for a stundardizea test or
for tho more informal teachor-made instrument. Lell-censtructed
test items aro not ralidly produced. harry items must be
generated, tried on rorresentative students, and analyzed
statistically in order to obtain a is col of good ones. Trained
psychometricians are usually required in the analysis of teat
items, but; subject-matter oxrerts who are aware of Isycho-
metric requirements are often needed to generate the items.
The Lducational Testing Qervice, in the 'reduction of tests
such as the College intrance Board Jiaamination, has found it
best to utilize the skills of both tyles of persons.

The individual classroom teacher will, of course, not
have those resources at hand. However, many useful books in
educational measurements can rrovic'e guidance. Anastasi(1961)
gives a list of such textbooks, and her list ariears in a
seierate section of the bibliograyhy at the end of this rer.er.
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Turning now from the characteristics of any good
measuring device, to the current status of such devices in
the second language learning area, we find that the most com-
plete revicu of rsychomotric devices is that provided by the
series of Yearbooks edited by Sures (1941, 1949, 1953, 1959) .

All but the most recent of the standardized tests are reviewed
there by language exyerts as well as by psychometricians.
These reviews, curing the span of years covered by the Year-
books, indicate considerable yrogress Jri the assessment of
language leLrninc, when the achievement is in tho field of
vocabulary, grammar acquisition, any translation. These
e:qhases in second language learnine, which for many years
were almost the only ones, have been well tested. iexamplos
of such tests which have received generally favorable reviews
in the Buros Yearbooks are: The Cooperative French ilxamina-
tion; The College 4,ntrance Lxamination Hoard .tchievoment Tests;
The Cooperative Spanish Test. Furthermore, tho most recent
GolleL,e Lntrance Lxamination Bean: Advanced ilacenent lcumina-
tient "French and the Coot orutive French Listening Comprehen-
sion Test," receives relatively good revieLs for its attempts
to assess oral compreiaension (Buros, 1959). There are still
many yroblems to be solved, but oral conprehonsion tests
which can be administered to large populations and can be
machine scored are beginning to appear.

However, in general, the Yearbooks point up certain
shortcomings in the testing of second languaue learning.
There is a rather general lack of adequate standardization
of many of the tests. This is especially true of the never
tests which may be promising, but whose value is limited by
this lack. Another difficulty is the uncertainty of how to
evaluate spoken or recorced language production. Such a
shortcoming is obviously the result of the newness of tape-
recording, language laborLtories, etc. Imaginative work in
this area is mon needed. Generally there is a lack of psy-
chometric devices which can assess language learning which
emphasizes oral comprehension and speaking. However, some
such devices do exist and will be reviewed in subsequent
Yearbooks.

Dr. Nelson Brooks in a lecture given at Tufts University
during the summer of 1961 reviewed recent progress in the
linguistic program. For many years Dr. Brooks has written
reviews in the Maros Yearbooks, and his evaluation is in order
hero to surplenent the time since the most recent Yearbook,
in hich he expressed reasonable satisfaction with the tests
available through the modern Lanzuage Association for teachers
and advanced students anC._ the iiodern Language Association
Cooperative tests for high school students. he pointed out the
need for further development in the FL.b6 program and for
instruction at the junior high school level. test of
listening comprehension for FLIS students is the outstanding
example of progress in the field.
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But there still remains a narked need for further tests
of listening conlrehenslon, any tarticularly for testd of
si.eakino ability.

The recent emlhasis ulon sloken ltak;ua;o makes tests of
both conrrohonsion and rroduction essential. luttinc; tosts
of these abilities in ial.er-and-tencil form and develotinz;
efficient and reasonably °cone/deal nothocs or terror/3am°
tostan3 are the iroblems which currently occuty lanz;uajo lay-
ohomotrioiLms such as Brooks. t.ork in this urea is 1)01113
directocL toward achievement and Iroficiency testinu. Brooks
said that at rresent rrozram testino vas best hanaled by the
classroom teacher. prognosis or altituve testing did not
atioar to Brooks to be an oatstandin6 need. his sikzestion
was for what isychometriciuns Iould cull a "work samtlo,"
i.e., let the 'ulils try the FLLS program an then use their
success or failure in the early lart of the pro6ram as one
would use a)titudn test data. Dr. Brooks is very critical of
the outstanding atitu(3e test in second lunatiaj,e learning,
the Carroll an salon test (which will be ciscussed below).
Basic to his criticism, as exressed in his lecture, is the
fact that it was originally designed for adults and is
obviously not suitable for the elementary school ohi:U.. He
is critical also of what he terns a monolin:luistic ari.roaoli
to larcuage testing.

To summarize the current status of achievenent tests of
seem, languace learning, one nicht say that cdoquato tests
of tho closical grammar-and-translation-oriented courses
exist and have existed for sone time. Dower tests based upon
oral-aural methods are beginning to al-tear and actually are
reasonably good for tae nature student. Pirst stela only are
now being taken with the FLIti program. So fur the most rrom-
isinc work for the ±"L program is that of Nelson Brooks. In
second language altitude testing the outstanding test, the
Carroll and Suton, "Eodern Language Attitude Test" (ksycho.
logical Corporation) is still the subject of controversy.

Cronbach (19601, p. 320), an outstanding isychometrician,
in his review of the Carroll and Salon test introduces the
rationale of such a test in so well-stated a manner that a
direct quotation is in oroor.

"About thirty years ago, numerous attemits were /aide to
develop specialized altitude tests for 'articular school
subjects or curricula such as algebra, foreign language,
engineering, or law. The test was usually tretared on
the basis of a surerficial analysis of the course of
study. Test yroblens were based on the tyre of content
to be encountered in the course (e.g., a foreign language
test might involve substituting nonsense symbols for
words in a sentence, a legal attitude test would ordi-
narily Iresent hylothetical rroblems in legal reasoning).
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hark -sample tests in learning oral Iroduction and
aural comprehension of si:ple materials in a forei6n
language.

6. ileasurements of the ability to yersist in phonemically
accurate utterances even when attention is directed to
another aspect o: the utterance.

7. Tests of the ability to imitate foreign accents.

C. Tests of flexibility in adapting to a foreign
language orthography.

9. Tests of the ability to develop meanings inductively.

The ideas for such a list were derived from the factor
analysis of oral-production tests (Carroll, 1941) and from
an insightful consideration o2 the psychometric literature.

The current iiiodern LanguaGe Aptitude Test of Carroll and
Upon attempts an assessment of a number orTEe abilities
indicate() in the above list. In terms of the tusk which the
authors of the test set for themselves and from the validity
coefficients obtained with the test in the context for which
it was constructed, the lodern Lanauge Atitude Test, must be
termed a success. It is this type of approach to the problem
of psychometrics in second language learning which promises
the greatest potential for success to the psychologist.
However, Brooks's point about the limitation of the test for
evaluating the FLIES program is well taken. Clearly there is
a need for an approach similar to that of Carroll and Sayan
for measuring aptitude for the FEAr:S program. Furthermore,
the same typal of objective analysis of the components to be
measured is needed also in the evaluation of the outcomes of
programs such as FLLS.

The final section of this raper will be devoted to sug-
gestions and speculations about the direction research in
psychometrics and second language learning might take in the
future.

One question which requires a more definitive answer is
the relationship between language ability and intelligence as
measured by current tests. From the earliest days of mental
testing it has been clear that almost all such tests rely to
a considerable extent on the ability to comprehend ano use
language. The principal component in almost every test of
intelligence is the ability to use abstract symbols. In fact,
the best si le estimate of a person's intellectual level is
the size or s vocabulary. This is by no means the only
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good estimate, but if only one estimate is to be used, this
one ability, the ability to master the vocabulary of a language,
gives the highest correlation with the external criteria used
for evaluatinc intelligence. Of course, one might wish to
inquire about the criteria; the ones usually emiloyed are
three: increase in mental ace with the chronological age of
a child population; success in school; and scores on stan-
dardized tests.

Factor analysis of ability always isolates a variety of
verbal factors, and ix' one considers the manipulation of non-
verbal symbols to count in a sense as language, practically
all of what we call intelligence consists of this broad ability
with language.

Lhen teats in the second langua6e learning field were
primarily tests of grammar, translation, and vocabulary acqui-
sition, a good test of general intelligence worked well as an
aptitude measure. However, with the advent of the oral-aural
apIroach to second language learning the conviction has grown
that a person of not marked abnormality can learn a lanEuage
in time. There is, therefore, as pointed out by Cronbach
(1960) a need for a new type of aptitude test. The unique
abilities required in the early years by the FLES program
must be isolated and assessed. Carroll and 6apon have not
done precisely this. Bust, their approach offers the best hope
of success.

In addition to the need for an aptitude test for the FLES
program, additional measures will be required to assure the
value of this type of initial experience with a second language.
Evaluation obviously must occur during and at the end of
elementary school. But in addition, instruments to measure
the longer range effects must be developed. As a suggestion
of a possible direction such instruments might take considera-
tion should be given to Osgood's work (1957) on the measure-
ment of meaning. His technique, tne Semantic Differential,
is the first adequate multidimensional approach to an objective
measure of meaning, An interesting possibility would be the
adaptation of the Semantic Differential to answer the follow-
ing question: Does a student who has been exposed to the
oral 'aural (linguistic) approach to a second lan6uage have a
pattern of meanings closer to a native of the foreign country
than does a student schooled in the more traditional language
learning approach? If it is the true "feel" of a culture
which is to be the goal of a new approach to language,measure-
ment of this "feel" will be essential.

If one considers any learning situation to involve a
change in the probability of the occurrence of certain events,
and if one considers the goal of second language learning to
be an authentic cultural insight, the measuring devices used
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to assess the extent to which this goal is reached should
reflect changes in the irobability of certain linguistic
iatterns e.g., patterns of stress, adequate rejoinders,
patterns of intonat4on, and syntactic construction.

A brief quotation from Pittenger (1957) may serve as a
fitting conclusion to point up the need for creativity and
insight in the development of the Psychometric instruments Of
the future.

"The patterns of usage of these phenomena are learned and
shared by the members of a culture. These are dialect
variations of patterns of usage. Just as we learn how
and when to cry, we also learn to associate particular
qualities of voice with particular kinds or patterns of
events. Ile know too little about how ane. in what
sequences the child learns these systems of communica-
tion. This is one imaortant area of research.

"Before the child is able to use the language, he can be
heard imitating or reiroducing sounds in sequence, using
various elements of tone of voice. It seems evident that
more primitive or earlier learning may be accomIlished
in the tone of voice area of communication. This suggests
that tone of voice may be more closely linked to the
physiological .emotional responses than the later acquired,
more abstract communication of language. Language, on
the other hand, is more closely linkec to those logical"
processes we call thought.

"The learning done in the area of language is subjected
to much pedagogical scrutiny and correction, while it
appears that the learning of tone of voice is subjected
to less, and perhaps much less, conscious deliberate
correction toward conformity to the secondary yrocesses
of thinking.

"It may prove to be demonstrable or observable that the
areas of communication subjected to the most formal
learning anci teaching more consistently conform to the
rules of secondary process thinking. If so, it may also
be observable that the voice of the unconscious or the
communication of primary process thinking may be most
evident and stucyable in the other areas of communication;
namely, in kinesics and tone of voice."
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Itil;4LIICii ON F011aUli LittIOU1'a0 ITISTRUCTIOli

In the eyes of many a modern linguist, any research on
foreign language teaching irior to 1940 might as well be
totally disregarded. The linguist who takes such a view does
not happen to be us wrong as he sounds, sinrly because u
veritable revolution has taken .lace in languaco instruction
during the vast two decades. that the linguist may fail to
recognize is that early research may be quite empty of good
suggestions for modern teaching and yet offer all sorts of
helps for the advancement of research itself. Classroom
experimentation could not lossibly be even tho rudimentary
science that it is today if it had not devoloied little by
little, in a somewhat molar fashion, and over a protracted
period of time, Vhether brand new or already dated, it is a
rare language experiment indeed which makes no mcntion at all
of just those troubles unC frustrations which seem bound to
crop up whenever educational research is undertaken. The
experiences of Coleman (1934, 1 150) and Birkmaier (1949,
p. 1C1) are cases in point, Both of those lanGuage profes-
sors were unquestionably research-- minded. since they were
working some fifteen years apart, at least u few of their
basic assumptions wore well nigh contradictory, but so far
as classroom experimentation went what plagued them both was
one and the same trouble: the blunt refusal of control
teachers to cooperate!

Of late, Coleman (1934) has been accused of extreme
shortsightedness for his advocacy of reading as the only
realistic and achievable goal, given but two years for lan-
guage study. No matter whether the primacy of reading was
a good or a poor thing to emphasize, over the decades
Coleman's remarks concerning the difficulties of language
research have proved to be as proIhetic as they were pessimistic:

Indeed, one is confronted by the somewhat melan-
choly reflection that experimentation in modern-
language teaching, in cases where a number of teachers
and of schools are involved, has not yet been proved
possible, whether because of the failure of pupils
to continue in the subject for a suitable period, or
because the lack of complete cooperation by partici-
pating teachers or the non-attendance of pupils wrecks
the testing program, or because adequate control
groups throughout the experimental period cannot
be found. (Coleman, 1934, p a WA

Despite such. melancholy reflection, it was in the decades
just prior to Lo.ad tsar II that a small number of language
professors, psychologists, and educationists first attempted
research in language instruction and worked together at least
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as harmoniously and us productively as their modern-day
counterparts yet have. tho were these language professors
and what did they do that was so different? Not just Coleman.
but Bond (1953), Cheydleur (1931), Young and Vander Bioko (1926)
were 011 pioneers. Pioneers in a double sense, too. First,
as proponents of tile silent-reading method of learninG foreign
languages, and perhaps oven mum memorably, as the earliest
champions or tho objective measurement of language achieve-
ment. Instead of being smugly content with their new credo,
these particular linguists beL;an to state specific hypotheses,
they came to undorstanc why equated groups wore necessary,
whenever possible the.,; provided pro- and post-tests, they kept
detailed records of their experiments, and when differences
in results vere not found to be significant the printed record
shows that they yielded quite as graciously as modern
researchers do to the statistical denial of perhaps their
fondest hopes. All of these good habits were the very makings
of research, as is still the case.

Research krior To 1940

At the University of Iowa, Young and Vander Beke (1926)
divided a population of 29L. first-year French students into
six experimental and six control groups. For them, an experi-
mental group signified one learning French throuzh the silent-
reading method rather than through classroom translation.
Since their results cave critical ratios varying, from four to
thirteen favoring the experimental groups on locally -riado
tests of vocabulary, grammar an6 comprehension, the reading
method was belleveC to ;nave been established as iiarkodly
superior. But two years later, Choydleur (1931) conducted a
similar experiment at Idsconsin with 102 students divided into
six sections (roughly equivalent) according to academic
achievement. The fact that he was able to use nationally
standardized language tests rather than home-made ones may
help to explain his reverse findings of only a single point's
difference in the means of "equated" groups.

The Milwaukee Experiment (1930) which so discouraged
Coleman was conducted over a two-year reriod and involved 225
students drawn from several different high schools of the city
Groups in beginning French were equated for intelligence and
after a single semester those students who had been taught by
the silent reading method, as opposed to more conventional
grammar-translation methods, were found to be about normal in
vocabulary as measured by standardized tests. However, they
were shockingly low in grammar and considerably below national
norms in reading comprehension! But what hurt this experiment
the most was that the control teachers refused to give any
tests in June oven though their own students had scored so
much above the reading-method classes in January. Research be
damned, 'v Us there ever a more dramatic case of quitting when
ahead! Althou3h substitute control classes were finally
mustered up for the second year, to all intents and purposes
the ialwaukee 11;xperiment had been wrecked.
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Vhenever these earliest proponents of massive readin4
deliberately set out to show the superiority of their methoC.,
more often than not, their findings tended to be inconclusive.
Ironically enough, however, about a decade later, whenever
enthusiasts for audio-lingual methods came to put their own
oral practices to as riGorous tests, in such competition,
the abiding strength, if not the superiority, of tho reading
method usually became apparent not just for vocabulary and
reading comprehension as one might perhaps expect, but even
for aural comprehension as well.

By analyzing the records of several thousand students at
the University of Chicago, Bond (1953) found, long before he
came to publish, that (L) the college freshman who had studied
a foreign language for only a single year at tho high school
level lost whatever advantage he may have had before the end
of his first colleL;e year, and (2) that the tylical collowo
student who had studied a language for two yours before under-
taking language work in college met with more success than
the person who began the study of a foreign language in college.

Buswellts laboratory experiment (1927), wherein he photo-
graphed and analyzed the eye-movements of subjects engaged in
reading a foreign languae silently, hardly needs to be repli-
cated, but the rrolonents of FL might well quote his
findings more often than they now do, when called upon to
justify their deliberate delay in teaching children to read
the foreign language. Admittedly, the possible adverse effect
of premature reading upon oral speech habits is the more com-
pelling argument for a delay, but Buswell also demonstrated
that learning to read a foreign language was a much harder
job for a child than for an adolescent or an adult. Vhereas
eye-movements were about the same for subjects of all ages
as they read Inglish, fourth and fifth grade school children
made many more fixations and regressicnswhenthey undertook
to read any foreign language which they were learning.

Althcuch The Eno clo.edia of Educational Research, 1 60
Edition, is impress vely accurate in most matters, its trea
merit U the resuareh of Forlano and Hoffman (1937) is totally
unreliable. The ,Encycicmedia quite erroneously states:
"Forlano and Hoffman compared a method in which students wore
required to Guess the meaning of unknown Hebrew Lords from
the context with one where students were immediately told the
moaning. The former was significantly better for both imme-
diate and delayed recall; however, the amount of time uas not
controlled" (p. £7L). For the sake of corroction. the following
statements are taken directly from the cited lublication of
Forlano and Hoffman (1937, p. 635) : "It must be borne in
mind that the present exleriment was concerned with learning
the meaning of a list of isolated cords, not new words
encountered in context." "Le may conclude from our results
that in teaching the meanings or a list of words of a forel.gn
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laiK;uaL;c2 it is better to toll the correct meaninc immediately
without allowinL. the learner to guess u 1.essible wrong
meaning" (p. 635). and "The time taken in ouch exlerimental
session vas about an hour" (p. 633) ,

12422210

6ince the AIAT failed to conduct exi.erimontul research,
whutovor scientific colarisons could be made boti.ocn the
audio-lingual and traditional methous of foreijn languace
instruction had to await the termination or Lorld Lar II.
after first developin6 L. standardized test of aural comIre-
hension, Agard and Dunkel (194t) made as systematic a study
of these contrasting methods as was jossible in a very large-
scale but loosely controlled inquiry. Upon the basis of data
collected from seven colleos and ono high school not stressingthe oral methoe as comyared to data collected from eight col-
leL;cs and three high schools stressing aural-oral skills,
these reviewers (1) contradicted the assumption "that aural-
oral comjetence automaticallz creates reading ability and that
consequently thErnifrUF=Ja not be syecifically taught" (p. 291),
(2) found that "superior reading skills were doveloyed in
those jrograms where reading received the greatest tine and
emphasis" (p. 291), and (3) concluded that "aural-oral and
reading Iroficiency constitute separate, independent skills
which do not develol ono from the other but rather only from
direct training in each sejarately" (1) 291).

Birkmaior (1949) concuctinc an experiment with classes
in beginninG German at the University of i.innosota tested
several hylotheses regarding two different teaching methocise
Tuo conversation classes embracing a final total of 39 students
were compared with five classes of 92 students taught by an
eclectic method. Intelligence and foreign language altitude
as measured by Iowa Ilacument Tests were used in matchinggrouls. Standard post-tests of reading comirehension,
vocabulary and functional grammar were given. scores foraural comprehension wore also determined, but since the
teachers of control classes refused to cool.erate, tests oforal production could not be given. at the .01 level of
significance, Birkmaier found no difference in vocabulary
scores between eclectic and conversational methods, no differ-ences in reading test scores, and a difference in grammarscores (for boys only) favoring the eclectic method. asexpected, there was a sicnificant difference on aural coca, re-hension tests in favor of the conversational method. In alater study, not to be reorted here in detail, Birlanalor
(1949) also found a statistically siznificant difference Inoral Iroe.uction scores, which were sujorior for a small numberof tudents taught by the conversational method us conjaredto -qually small numbers taught by either the silent- readingmethod or by the eclectic method.
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In yet another comparison, Hohlfeld (1950) made a study
of 2E pairs of beginning Spanish students whom ho taught by
contrasting methods, one making use of recordings and empha-
sizing oral skills more than the other. Students ti had
been matched in respect to 17 variables were measured by
standard achievement tests and a locally-constructed oral
reading test, after eight weeks and again after 32 weeks of
instruction. Differences in scores for the two groups were
statistically insignificant on all parts of the Cooperative
Spanish Test. Statistically significant differences favoring
the audio-lingual method did appear in the scores emanating
from. Hohlfeldts own test of oral production.

prior to 1950, research was undertaken at the University
of Texas to determine both the possible advantage of one
method of teaching; grammar over another and whether specific
instruction in articulatory phonetics actually paid dividends
during early instruction in French and 6paniah. iLs many as
2700 students 1ere involved but in their publication,
Hamilton and Haden (1950) did not make clear what procedures
had boon used to equate groups. Neither did they present
statistical data to support these announced findings:
(1) that neither an audio-lingual teaching method nor a more
conventional and eclectic method made any appreciable difference
in the attainment of grammar, (2) that instruction in articu-
latory phonetics does make a difference in oral skills and,
(3) that phonetic symbols are an assistance to a person
learning French but are unnecessary in Spanish.

1950-1,960

From 1950 to 1960, research in language teaching tended
to shift from broad scale comparisons of different methods to
classroom situations involving either single variations or a
limited number of variations in instruction. In a laboratory
experiment, Richards and Apra (1956) attempted to measure the
effect of visually presented words upon oral skills in .paniah.
Fourteen pairs of college students tare equated as to I.Q.,
sex, age, and number of years of previous instruction in a
foreign language other than Spanish. These students wore
given pro-tests of linguistic altitude, followed by five
hours of instruction and one hour of testing over a three
week period. The experimental group was taught by a purely
aural, the control group by an aural -plus- vision method.
post- -tests for achievement in .ocabulary revealed only negli-
gible differences. But, as had been predicted, the experimental
group obtained significantly better scores (.04 and .03 levels)
on the oral reproduction and the pronunciation tests.

Pickrel, Neidt and Gibson (195) attempted to determine
how junior high school Spanish classes taught by tape-record-
ings under the control of teachers who krew no Spanish would
compare with a class taught by a trained teacher of Spanish.



korformance by each of four classes taught by tape-recorder
was comparod to one taught by the teacher of Spanish. Thr:Akfri
analyses of variance and covariance a statistically signifi-
cant difference in favor of the class taurjit by the Spanish
teacher was found in three of the four comparisons.

Carroll (1959) attempted to measure the difference which
the provision of a language laboratory may have ilade between
29 high school students of second-year Prench and an equal
number of their immediate redecossors who hall been liven
only limited access to a language laboratory. The control
variables were I.Q. and oral language aptitude. significant
differences did not appear in the scores for listening com-
prehension or for reading. however, tests of vocabulary and
grammar revealed significant differences favoring the non-
laboratory group. The fact that the non-laboratory class had
received much oral instruction may explain why laboratory practice
seemed not to have made any difference in auditory oompre-
hension.

As yet, experimental studies regarding FLES are very
limited in number. In a follow-up study of 100 pupils who
had received FL 4;;.; instruction in two schools of Dew York City,
Justman and 'lass (1956) were unable to show that the provision
of Ft ES had made any statistically significant difference in
their high school French grades. The provision of ME`; was
found to have made a statistically significant difference in
subsequent Spanish grades but for the first term of high
school instruction only.

Dunkel and }illet (1957) published an evaluation of the
FL .:eS program at the University of Chicago campus school. In
this school, foreicn language instruction is made available
to unselected pupils from grade three upward. Besides
reporting that, no matter what their intelligence, about ten
percent of all children have pronounced difficulty in acquiring
a second language, Dunkel and Inlet made statements as follows:

...The oft-implied opinion that youthfulness auto-
matically and universally produces foreign diction
so perfect as to be mistakable for that of a native
speaker must be considered pure fiction. Though
the general level of accuracy is high and few ofthe children sound exceptionally bad, an equally
small number sound exceptionally good (p0 23).

Gerry and Nauriello (1960) seem to be the only ones whohave attempted a quantified evaluation of televised instruc-
tion in French at the elementary school level. After screeningout bilinguals and distributing children with poor auditory
discrimination ranaemly, 1600 elementary school pupils in
Metropolitan Boston were asked to make oral responses toquestions and engaco in dialogues, all of which were recorded
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on tapes for scoring purposes. The factor of intelligence
was controlled. Findings which seemed most pertinent to this
reviewer were that (1) fluency of teachers made a statistically
significant difference in the fluency of pupils, and (2) oral
practice with a teacher, whether she was fluent or not,
produced better oral results than repeated auditions of the
televised lessons, though the difference was not statistically
significant.

PloglallE2.11(LaLastions

Until some standardized and readily scoreable test of
oral Irocluction can be develored, any broad-scale experimenta-
tion involving all the oral skills, if possible at all, is
bound to be prohibitively expensive of time and human effort.
Yet, the need for just such a measuring instrument intensifies
as audio-lingual techniques are themselves modified anc
refined. Are oral innovations to be quickly adopted and
perhaps as quickly sloughed off without any objective evidence
as to whether they are better or worse than those practices
which they supplant?

Apart from Birkmaier, nobody seems to have tried to
determine whether the method by which one learns a second
language has any direct relationship to length of retention.
At all levels of education, and for all subjects, we need to
ask not only lihat a student has learned but also for how long!

At the FLES level, would it be appropriate to try to
investigate the possible differences which may develop when
words or concepts are learned somewhat independently and
from context as opposed to being told meanings?

At the FLES level might it not also be appropriate to try
to compare a teaching method which prompts, or perhaps even
over-prompts, In order that mistakes in first pronunciation
may be reduced as oprosed to one which emphasized reinforce-
ment, positive or negative, after pronunciation?

How accurately can students of foreign land uages at the
different age levels both identify and diagnose their own
oral errors when they hear them through feed-back? Unless
this skill proves to be both measureable and teachable, there
is considerable risk that language laboratories may become
large-scale and highly efficient operations for the practice
of error!
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Whole topic.

Bond, 0. The read' f method, exi:eriment in 2,232.21 French.
CHTEago: ver. o CEnago, 1955.

Rev. and Text. Lell-written; original. Noteworthy
for its detailed data: many Ti tell done.

Buswell, G. T. A laboratory s..112_2.d of the reading of modern
fore; ral languages. New York: Macmillan, M7.

Data T, 0, I.

Carroll, J. B. Research on teachinG foreign languaoes.
Unpublished manuscript, November 1960. (To be pub-
lished in the Handbook of Research on Teaching.)

Rev. and Data. Extremely helpful. 14 pages of
bibliography.

Carroll, J. B., et al. Annual Re ort: Committee on ForeiGa
'iAW. . ua es,UChool and n versir-iro rard-ror Aeseardh

I t e M 2 2 0 1 1 f, EZM 0 -dune DEM2
Exp. Data T.

Cheydleur, F. D. The reading method vs. the eclectic nethod.
Frendh Rev., 1931, 4, 192**2147

Exp



Coleman, h. (Ed.)
eriment

teaching. eau:

Rev. Lxp. Grit.
historical emphasi

Dunkel, H., Z; Fillet, R.
of Chicago Biome
57, 17-27.

s and studies in modern language
ra7Wr757Can76777m14..

Data T, G. Important for its
s.

The French program in the University
ntary School. Elom. sdh. J., 1956,

Evaluative survey; a critique. A reflective article
which suggests the weaknesses of the FL.66 program
as well as its strengths.

Forlano, G., Hoffm
in learning,
1.educ.I
Exp. Err
tional
question

Garry, R. E: aur
Franga
nodfir
kubli

Exp

an, :J. R. Guessing and telling methods
worCs of a foreign language.

sychol., 1937, 2L, 632.'636.

oneously reviewed in Lncycloiedia of .b,duca-
seardhs Its relevance Ioday highly

able.

iello, Edna. Summary of research on "karlonsis", Firrst Year kro am. (LimeogralTed="'Language IFSIgc 9 ,assachusetts Council forc Schools, Inc., Boston, Mass., 1960.

Data T.

Hamilton, D., & Haden, E. Three years of experimentation atthe University of Texas. Modern Language J., 1950,34, C5-102.

Harris,

Hohlf

Exp. T Ec G lacking; worthwhile topics being
investigated, however.

G. 14. (IA.) 'Eno clo edia of .6ducational Research.New York: Macm I an, 1 10.

old, J. N. An ex eriment er loy i n two methods of,toachineaptana o cones° reshmen=5TIVirshed
doctoral dissertation, Univer. of kennsylvania, 19500
Exp. Data T. Especially noteworthy for the equation.of groups for a large number of variables.

ohnston, Marjorie C. Foreign language instruction.Rev. educ. Res., 1961, 31, 168-196.

Rev. of research on P. Language instruction and
curriculum issues, 195E-61. Ref. (63) Bibliograyhyhighly helpful; treatment of experimental researchlimited.
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Justman, J. & Nass, Ii. The high school achievement of pupils
who were and were not introduced to a foreign language
in elementary school. liodern J., 1956,
4.0, 120-123.

Crit. T.

Pickrel, G., Neidt, C., & Gibson, R. Tape recordings are
used to teach seventh grade students in lestside
Junior-Senior High School, Omaha, Nebraska*
Nat. issoc. Secondary Bull., 1956, 42,

Expo Data T. Statistical controls were highly
original.

Richards, S. E Appel, Joan E. The affects of written
words In beginning Spanish. Lodern J.,
1956, 40, 129-133*

Exp. Conscientiously executed.

Young, C. Eo, C4 Daus, Joserhine. An experiment in first-year
French. hodern Lark ua c J., 1926, 12, 356-364.

Exp. Data To

Young, C. E., & Vander Beke, G. E. An experiment in second
year French. Lodern 1.4.12.2 J., 1926, 11, 25-31.
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